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Alrrla..E 1 
Definitions 
1.1  The  following  definitions  apply  to  these  General  Conditions  and  to 
the Contract. 
EB:::  the  European Econani c  Ccmmni ty. 
ACP  States:  the African,  Caribbean and  Pacific States ~ich are  sig-
natories  to  the Concention. 
COnvention:  the  relevant Convention  be~en the ACP  States  and  the 
EI:I::. 
COntract:  the  signed  agre~nt entered  into  by  the  parties  for  the 
execution  of  the ~rks including  all  attac~nts thereto  and 
all documents  incorporated  therein. 
COntractor:  the  party ~th  ~an  the Contracting Authority  concludes 
the Contract. 
COntracting Authority:  the  State  or  the  legal  person governed  by  pub-
lic or  private  lww~ich concludes  the Contract,  or  on  behalf 
of ~ich the Contract  is  concluded,  ~th the Contractor. 
The  State of  the COntracting Authority:  the ACP  State  on~ose terri-
tory  the ~rks Contract  is  to  be  executed. 
Supervisor:  the  gover~nt deparnnent,  legal  person  governed  by  pub-
lic  law,  or  the  natural  or  legal  person  designated  by  the 
Contracting Authority  in  accordance ~th the  lww  of  the  State 
of  the  Contracting Authority,  ~o is  responsible  for  direct-
ing  and/or  monitoring  the  execution  of  the  \\brks  Contract, 
and  to  ~an the  Contracting  Authority  may  delegate  rights 
and/or  p~rs under  the Contract. 
Supervisor's Representative:  any  natural  or  legal  person,  designated 
by  the  Supervisor  as  such  under  the  Contract,  and  anp~red 
to  represent  the  Supervisor  in  the  perfonnance  of  his  func-
tions,  and  in  exercising  such  rights  and/or  powers  as  have 
been  delegated  to  him.  Accordingly,  vmere  functions,  rights 
and/or  powers  of  the  Supervisor  have  been  delegated  to  the 
Supervisor's Representative,  references  to  the  Supervisor  in-
clude  the  Supervisor's Representative. 
\\brk.s:  the  temporary  and  permanent \\brks  to  be  carried out  under  the 
Contract. - 2  -
Plant:  nmchinery,  apparatus,  components  and  all  it~ to  be  provided 
under  the COntract  for  incorporation  in  the ~rks. 
Equipment:  appliances  and  other machinery,  and,  ~ere applicable 
under  the  lww  and/or  practice  of  the  State  of  a  COntracting 
Authority,  the  temporary  structures  on  the  Site  required  for 
carrying out  the~rks but  excluding plant  or  other  it~ re-
quired  to  form part  of  the  permanent VJOrks. 
Bill of Quantities:  the  doc~nt containing  an  iteatised  breakdown  of 
the ~rks to  be  carried  out  in  a  unit  price Contract,  indi-
cat ing  a  quantity  for  each  i tern  and  the  corresponding  unit 
price. 
Price Schedule:  the  completed  schedule  of prices,  including  the 
breakdown  of  the  overall  price,  subotitted  by  the  Contractor 
~th his  tender, modified  as  necessary  and  forming  a  part  of 
the unit price Contract. 
Breakdown  of  the  ~erall Price:  the  itemdsed  list of  rates  and  prices 
show1ng  the  build-up of  the  price  in a  lump  sumCOntract,  but 
not  forming  part  of  the Contract. 
COntract Price:  the  sum  stated  in  the COntract  representing  the  init-
ial  estnnate  payable  for  the  execution  of  the ~rks or  such 
other  sum  as  ascertained  by  the  final  stat~nt of  account  as 
due  to  the Contractor under  the COntract. 
Provisional  Sum:  a  sum  included  in  the Contract  and  so  designated  for 
the  execution  of  work  or  the  supply  of  goods,  nmterials, 
Plant  or  services,  or  for  contingencies,  ~ich  S\Dll  may  be 
used  in whole  or  in part,  or not  at all,  as  instructed  by  the 
Supervisor. 
~cw1ngs: drwwings  provided  by  the Contracting Authority and/or  the 
Supervisor,  and/  or  drwwings  provided  by  the  Con t rae tor  and 
approved  by  the  Supervisor,  for  the  carrying  out  of  the 
~rks. 
Site:  the  places  provided  by  the Contracting Authority~ere the 
VVorks  are  to  be  carried  out,  and  other  places  stated  in  the 
Contract  as  fornting  part  of  the  Site. 
~intenance Period:  the  period  stated  in  the Contract  Unnediately 
following  the  date  of  provisional  acceptance,  during  vmich 
the  Contractor  is  required  to  complete  the  \\brk.s  and  to 
r~dy  defects  or  faults  as  instructed  by  the  Supervisor. 
Final A£ceptance  ~rtificate: certificate(s)  issued  by  the  Supervisor 
to  the Contractor  at  the  end  of  the Nmintenance  Period  stat-
ing  that  the COntractor has  completed his  obligations  to  con-
struct,  complete  and  ~intain the ~rks concerned. - 3  -
n.y:  calendar day. 
Tbne  Lbnits:  those  periods  in  the COntract ~ich shall  begin  to  run 
fran  the  day  following  the  act  or  event  ~ich serves  as  the 
starting point  for  those  periods.  Should  the  last day of  the 
period  fall  upon  a  non-~rking day,  the  period  shall  expire 
at  the  end  of  the  first ~rking day following  the  last day  of 
the  period. 
~iting: any handwTitten,  typewTitten or printed  communication,  in-
cluding  telex,  cable  and  facsUnlle  tran8mUssion. 
~nications: certificates,  notices,  orders  and  instructions  issued 
under  the COntract. 
Adadnlstrative ~der: any  instruction or  order  issued  by  the  Super-
visor  to  the COntractor  in ~iting regarding  the  execution of 
the Works. 
National CUrrency:  the  currency of  the  State of  the COntracting 
Authority. 
Foreign CUrrency:  any pennissible  currency~ich is not  the National 
CUrrency,  and ~ich is  indicated  in  the Contract. 
General Damages:  the  smn,  not  stated beforehand  in  the Contract, 
~ich  is  awarded  by  a  court  or  arbitration  tribunal,  or 
agreed  be~en the  parties,  as  compensation  payable  to  an  in-
jured party for  a  breach of  the COntract  by  the  other party. 
Liquidated Damages:  the  smn  stated  in  the Contract  as  compensation 
payable  by  the  COntractor  to  the  Contracting  Authority  for 
failure  to  canplete  the ~rks or  part  thereof ~thin the  pe-
riods  under  the  Contract,  or  as  payable  by  either  party  to 
the  other  for  any  other  specific  breach  identified  in  the 
Contract. 
Special COnditions:  the  Special Conditions  issued  by  the Contracting 
Authority  as  part  of  the  invitation  to  tender,  as  amended 
~ere  necessary,  and  incorporated  into  the  Contract, 
consisting  of: 
a)  mnen~nts to  these General Conditions; 
b)  special  contractual  clauses; 
c)  technical  specifications;  and 
d)  any  other nmtter  related  to  the Contract. - 4  -
1.2  The  headings  and  titles  in  these  General  Conditions  shall  not  be 
taken  as  part  thereof  or  be  taken  into  consideration  in  the 
interpretation of  the Contract. 
1.3  \\here  the  context  so  permits  "WOrds  importing  the  singular  shall  be 
de~d to  include  the  plural  and  vice  versa  and  "WOrds  importing  the 
~sculine shall  be  de~d to  include  the  fearlnine  and  vice versa. 
1.4  VVords  ilnporting  persons  or  parties  shall  include  finns  and  companies 
and  any organization having  legal  capacity. 
ARTia.E 2 
~and  Language  of  the ~ntract 
2.1  The  law of  the  Contract  shall  be  the  law of  the  State  of  the  Con-
tracting Authority unless  otherwise  stated  in  the  Special Conditions. 
2.2  In all nmtters which are not  covered  by  these General Conditions,  the 
law of  the Contract  shall  apply. 
2.3  The  language  of  the  Contract  and  of  all  C(I11Jilnications  between  the 
Contractor,  Contracting Authority and  Supervisor  or  their  representa-
tives  shall  be  as  stated  in  the  Special Conditions. 
ARTia.E 3 
fjttder  of precedence of COntract ~c~nts 
unless  othe~ise stipulated  in  the Contract,  the  order  of  precedence 
of  the  Contract  documents  shall  be  as  stated  in  the  Special  Condi-
tions. 
ARTia.E 4 
Notices  and Written Cam:lln.ications 
4.1  unless  othe~se specified  in  the  Special  Conditions,  Carnrnunications 
between  the  Contracting  Authority  and/or  the  Supervisor  on  the  one 
hand,  and  the  Contractor  on  the  other  hand,  shall  be  sent  by  post, 
cable,  telex,  facsimile  transmission,  or  personal  delivery,  to  the 
appropriate  addresses  designated  by  these  parties  for  that  purpose. 
4.2  If  the  sender  requires  evidence  of  receipt,  he  shall  state  such  re-
quir~nt in  his  communication  and  shall  demand  such  evidence  of  re-
ceipt whenever  there  is  a  deadline  for  the  receipt  of  the  COmmunica-
tion.  In any  event,  the  sender  shall  take  all  the  necessary ~asures 
to  ensure  receipt  of his COmmunication. - 5  -
4.3  ~erever in  the Contract  provision  is ~de for  the  giving  or  issue  of 
any  notice,  consent,  approval,  certificate  or  decision,  unless 
otherwise  specified  such  notice,  consent,  approval,  certificate  or 
decision  shall  be  in writing  and  the "WOrds  "notify",  "certify",  "ap-
prove"  or  "decide"  shall  be  construed accordingly.  Any  such consent, 
approval,  certificate  or decision  shall  not  unreasonably  be  ~thheld 
or  delayed. 
AIITia.E S 
Supervisor and Supervisor's Representative 
5.1  The  Supervisor  shall  carry out  the  duties  specified  in  the  Contract. 
Except  as  expressly stated  in  the Contract,  the  Supervisor  shall  not 
have  authority  to  relieve  the  Contractor  of  any  of  his  obligations 
under  the Contract. 
5.2  The  Supervisor may,  fr<m  time  to  time,  'While  retaining  ultimate  re-
sponsibility,  delegate  to  the  Supervisor's  Representative  any  of  the 
duties  and  authority vested  in  the  Supervisor  and  he rrmy  at  any  tUne 
revoke  such delegation or  replace  the  representative.  Any  such dele-
gation,  revocation  or  replac~nt shall  be  in writing  and  shall  not 
take  effect  until  a  copy  thereof  has  been  delivered  to  the 
Contractor. 
5.3  Any  canmnication  given  by  the  Supervisor's  Representative  to  the 
Contractor  in accordance ~th the  tenDB  of  such delegation shall  have 
the  smne  effect  as  though  it had  been  given  by  the  Supervisor,  pro-
vided  that:-
a)  any failure  on  the  part  of  the  Supervisor's Representative  to dis-
approve  any "WOrk,  ~terials or  plant  shall  not  prejudice  the  au-
thority  of  the  Supervisor  to  disapprove  such  "WOrk,  materials  or 
plant  and  to give  the  instructions necessary for  the  rectification 
thereof; 
b)  the  Supervisor  shall  be  at  liberty to  reverse  or  vary  the  contents 
of  such Communication. 
5.4  Instructions  and/or  orders  issued  by  the  Supervisor  shall  be  by  ~y 
of  Arlrrllnistrative  Orders.  Such  orders  shall  be  dated,  numbered  and 
entered  by  the  Supervisor  in a  register,  and  copies  thereof delivered 
by  hand, where  appropriate,  to  the Contractor's  representative. - 6  -
AirriC1E 6 
Ass i gmnen t 
6.1  An  assigmnent  shall  be  valid  only  if  it  is  a  written  agreement  by 
which  the  Contractor  transfers  his  Contract  or  part  thereof  to  a 
third party. 
6.2  The  Contractor  shall  not,  ~thout  the  prior written  consent  of  the 
Contracting  Authority,  assign  the  Contract  or  any  part  thereof,  or 
any benefit  or  interest  thereunder,  except  in  the  foll~ng cases:-
a)  a  charge,  in favour  of  the Contractor's  bankers,  of  anymcnies  due 
or  to  became  due  under  the Contract;  or 
b)  assigmnent  to  the Contractor's  insurers  of  the  Contractor's  right 
to  obtain  relief  against  any  other  person  liable  in  cases  where 
the  insurers have  discharged  the Contractor's  loss  or  liability. 
6.3  For  the  purpose  of AJticle  6.2,  the  approval  of  an  assigmnent  by  the 
Contracting Authority shall not  relieve  the Contractor  of his  obliga-
tions  for  the  part  of  the Contract  already perfonned  or  the  part  not 
assigned 
6.4  If  the  Contractor  has  assigned  his  Contract  without  authorization, 
the  Contracting Authority amy,  ~thout giving  fonnal  notice  thereof, 
apply  as  of  right  the  sanctions  for  breach  of  Contract  provided  for 
in Aiticles  63  and  64. 
6.5  Assignees  nust  satisfy  the  eligibility  criteria  applicable  for  the 
~rd of  the Contract. 
AirriC1E 7 
Sub-Contracting 
7.1  A  sub-contract  shall  be  valid  only  if  it  is  a  ~itten agreement  by 
which  the  Contractor  entrusts  perfonnance  of  a  part  of  his  Contract 
to  a  third party. 
7.2  The  Contractor  shall  not  sub-contract  ~thout  the  prior written  au-
thorization  of  the  Contracting  Authority.  The  ~rk  to  be  sub-
contracted  and  the  identity of  the  sub-contractors  shall  be  notified 
to  the  Contracting  Authority.  The  Contracting  Authority  shall  ~  th 
due  regard  to  the  provisions  of  Auticle  4.3,  within  30  days  of  re-
ceipt  of  the  notification,  notify  the  Contractor  of  his  decision, 
stating  reasons  should he withhold  such  authorization. - 7  -
7.3  In  the  selection of  sub-contractors,  preference  shall  be  given  by  the 
COntractor  to natural  persons,  companies  or  firms  of  the  State  of  the 
COntracting Authority capable  of  perfornting  the ~rk required  on  sUn-
ilar  terms. 
7.4  Sub-contractors must  satisfy  the  eligibility criteria  applicable  for 
the  ~rd of  the COntract. 
7.5  Subject  to  Article  52,  the  Contracting  Authority  shall  have  no 
contractual  relations ~th the  sub-contractors. 
7.6  The  Contractor  shall  be  responsible  for  the  acts,  defaults  and  ne-
gligence  of  his  sub-contractors  and  their  agents  or  employees,  as  if 
they were  the  acts,  defaults  or  negligence  of  the  Contractor,  his 
agents  or  employees.  The  approval  by  the  Contracting  Authority  of 
the  sub-contracting  of  any  part  of  the  Contract  or  of  the  sub-
contractor  to  perform  any  part  of  the  'Works  shall  not  relieve  the 
Contractor  of  any of his obligations under  the Contract. 
7.7  If  a  sub-contractor  has  undertaken  any  continuing  obligation  extend-
ing  for  a  period  exceeding  that  of  the Nmintenance  Period  under  the 
Contract  towards  the  Contractor  in  respect  of  the  ~rk executed  or 
the  goods,  nmterials,  Plant  or  services  supplied  by  the  sub-contrac-
tor,  the  COntractor  shall,  at  any  time  after  the  expiration  of  the 
Nmintenance  Period,  transfer  imnediately  to  the  COntracting 
Authority,  at  the  COntracting  Authority's  request  and  cost,  the 
benefit  of  such obligation for  the unexpired duration  thereof. 
7.8  If  the  Contractor  enters  into  a  sub-contract  without  approval,  the 
Contracting  Authority may  apply,  as  of  right  without  giving  formal 
notice  thereof,  the  sanctions  for  breach  of Contract  provided  for  in 
Articles  63  and  64. 
OOLIGATIWS  <F mE CJNIVCriiD AIJIHIU1Y 
AIITia..E  8 
Supply of ~cuments 
8.1  VVlthin  30  days  of  the  establis~nt of  the  perfonnance  guarantee  pro-
vided  for  in Article 15,  the  Supervisor  shall  provide  to  the Contrac-
tor,  free  of  charge,  a  copy  of  the  Dr~ngs prepared  for  the  perfor-
rrmnce  of  the Contract  as well  as  two  copies  of  the  specifications  and 
other  Contract  documents.  The  Contractor  may  purchase  additional 
copies  of  these  Dr~ngs, specifications  and  other  documents,  insofar 
as  they  are  available.  Upon  the  issue  of  the  maintenance  certifi-
cate,  or  upon  final  acceptance,  the  Contractor  shall  return  to  the 
Supervisor all Drawings,  specifications  and  other Contract  documents. - 8  -
8.2  Unless  it  is  necessary  for  the  purposes  of  the  Contract,  the  Draw-
ings,  specifications  and  other  doc~nts provided  by  the  Contracting 
Authority  shall  not  be  used  or  communicated  to  a  third  party  by  the 
Contractor vnthout  the prior  consent  of  the  Supervisor. 
8.3  The  Supervisor  shall  have  authority to  issue  to  the Contractor Adntin-
istrative  Orders  incorporating  such  supplementary  doc~nts and  in-
structions  as  shall  be  necessary  for  the  proper  and  adequate  execu-
tion of  the VVorks  and  the  r~dying of  any defects  therein. 
ARI'Ia.E 9 
Access  to Site 
9.1  The  Contracting Authority  shall,  in  due  time  and  in  confonnity vnth 
the  progress  of  the ~rks, place  the  Site  and  access  thereto  at  the 
disposal  of  the  Contractor  in  accordance vnth  the  progr~ of  per-
formance  referred  to  in  these  General  Condit ions.  The  Contractor 
shall  afford  all  reasonable  opportunities  to  other  persons  concerned 
for  carrying  out  their ~rk as  set  out  in  the  Special  Conditions  or 
as  required  by Adnllnistrative Orders. 
9.2  Any  land  procured  for  the  Contractor  by  the  Contracting  Authority 
shall  not  be  used  by  the Contractor  for  purposes  other  than  the  per-
formance  of  the Contract. 
9.3  The  Contractor  shall  preserve  any  prenrises  placed  at  his  disposal  in 
a  good  state while  he  is  in  occupation  and  shall,  if  so  required  by 
the  Contracting  Authority  or  the  Supervisor,  restore  them  to  their 
original  state  on  ccmpletion  of  the  Contract,  taking  into  account 
normal  ~ar and  tear. 
9.4  The  Contractor  shall  not  be  entitled  to  any  pa~nt for  Unprov~nts 
resulting  fr<m work carried out  on  his  <JMl  initiative. 
ARI'Ia.E 10 
A3sistance ~th  Local Regulations 
10.1  The  Contractor ~y request  the  assistance  of  the  Contracting Author-
ity in obtaining  copies  of  1~, regulations  and  information on  local 
cust<mS,  orders  or  bye  laws  of  the  country where  the WOrks  are  lo-
cated,  which ~Y  affect  the Contractor  in  the  perfonnance  of  his  ob-
ligations  under  the  Contract.  The  Contracting  Authority rrmy  provide 
the  assistance  requested  to  the Contractor  at  the Contractor's  cost. - 9  -
10.2  Subject  to  the  provtstons  of  the  laws  and  regulations  on  foreign 
labour  of  the  State  in vmich  the Works  are  to  be  carried  out,  the 
Contracting Authority  shall nmke  all  efforts  necessary  to  facilitate 
the  procur~nt by  the  COntractor  of  all  required visas  and  pennlts, 
including  work  and  residence  penni ts,  for  the  personnel  'Whose  ser-
vices  the COntractor  and  the Contracting Authority consider necessary 
as ~11 as  residence  perntits  for  their  fantilies. 
Airrla.E 11 
~layed Pa,ments  to  the COntractor's Staff 
vmere  there  is  a  delay  in  the  pa~nt to  the  Contractor's  employees 
of  ~ges and  salaries  owing  and  of  the  allowances  and  contributions 
laid dawn  by  the  law of  the  State  in vmich  the \\brks  are  located,  the 
Contracting  Authority nmy  give  notice  to  the  Contractor  that  ~thin 
15  days  of  the  notice  he  intends  to  pay  such  ~ges, salaries,  allrnw-
ances  and  contributions  direct.  Should  the  Contractor  contest  that 
such  pa~nts are due,  he  shall ~ke representations  to  the Contract-
ing  Authority ~  th  reasons,  ~thin the  15  day  period.  If  the  Con-
tracting Authority,  having  considered  such  representations,  is  of  the 
opinion  that  pa~nt of  the ~ges and  salaries  should  be  ~de, it ~y 
pay  such ~ges, salaries,  allowances  and  contributions  out  of  wmounts 
due  to  the  Contractor.  Failing  this,  he  nmy  obtain  a  contribution 
under  any  of  the  guarantees  provided  for  in  these General Conditions. 
Any  action  taken  by  the  Contracting  Anthori ty  under  this  Article, 
shall  not  relieve  the Contractor  of his  obligations  to his  employees, 
except  to  the  extent  that  any  obligation nmy  be  satisfied  by  this 
action.  The  Contracting  Authority  shall  not  assume  any  responsibi-
lity tawards  the Contractor's  employees  by  this  action. 
OOLIGA.TICNS  CF  nm <:I:NilUCI(R 
Alrrla..E 12 
~neral Obligations 
12.1  The  Contractor  shall, ~th due  care  and  diligence,  and  in  accordance 
~th the  provisions  of  the  Contract,  design  the Works  to  the  extent 
stated  in  the Contract,  and  execute,  canplete  and  r~edy any  defects 
in  the  Works.  The  Contractor  shall  provide  all  superintendence, 
personnel,  nmterials,  Plant,  Equi~nt and  all  other  items,  vmether 
of  a  temporary  or  pennanent  nature  required  in  and  for  such  design, 
execution,  ccmpletion  and  remedying  of  any  defects,  insofar  as  spe-
cified  in,  or  can  be  reasonably  inferred  fran,  the Contract. - 10  -
12.2  The  COntractor  shall  take  full  responsibility for  the  adequacy,  sta-
bility and  safety of  all  operations  and  ~thods of  construction under 
the Contract. 
12.3  The  COntractor  shall  comply  ~th Adnllnistrative  Orders  given  by  the 
Supervisor.  ~ere the  Contractor  considers  that  the  requirements  of 
an  Adrrrinistrative  Order  go  beyond  the  authority of  the  Supervisor  or 
of  the  scope  of  the COntract  he  shall,  on  pain of  being  t~-barred, 
give notice, ~th reasons,  to  the  Supervisor ~thin 30  days  after  re-
ceipt  thereof.  Execution  of  the  Adrrrinistrative  Order  shall  not  be 
suspended  because  of  this notice. 
12.4  The  Contractor  shall  respect  and  abide  by  all  1~  and  regulations  in 
force  in  the State of  the Contracting Authority and  shall  ensure  that 
his personnel,  their dependents,  and  his  local  ~loyees also  respect 
and  abide  by  all  such  1~  and  regulations.  The  Contractor  shall  in-
d~ify the Contracting Authority  against  any  clalln8  and  proceedings 
arising  fran  any  infringement  by  the  Contractor,  his  employees  and 
their dependents  of  such  1~  and  regulations. 
12.5  If  the  Contractor  or  any  of  his  sub-contractors,  agents  or  servants 
offers  to  give  or  agrees  to  offer  or  to  give  or  gives  to  any  person, 
any  bribe,  gift,  gratuity  or  ccmnission  as  an  inducement  or  reward 
for  doing  or  forbearing  to  do  any  act  in  relation  to  the Contract  or 
any  other  Contract  with  the  Contracting  Authority;  or  for  showing 
favour  or  disfavour  to  any  person  in  relation  to  the Contract  or  any 
other  Contract  ~th the  Contracting Authority,  then  the  Contracting 
Authority  rrmy,  ~thout prejudice  to  any  accrued  rights  of  the  Con-
tractor  under  the Contract,  tennlnate  the Contract  in ~ich case  the 
provisions  of Auticles  63  and  64  hereof  shall  apply. 
12.6  The  Contractor  shall  treat  all  documents  and  infonnation  received  in 
connection with  the  Contract  as  private  and  confidential,  and  shall 
not,  save  insofar  as ~y  be  necessary for  the  purposes  of  the  execu-
tion  thereof,  publish  or  disclose  any  particulars  of  the  Contract 
without  the  prior  consent  in ~iting of  the Contracting Authority  or 
the  Supervisor after consultation with  the Contracting Authority.  If 
any  disagreement  arises  as  to  the  necessity  for  any  publication  or 
disclosure  for  the  purpose  of  the Contract,  the  decision  of  the  Con-
tracting Authority shall  be  final. 
12.7  If  the  Contractor  is  a  joint  venture  or  consortium  of  two  or  more 
persons,  all  such  persons  shall  be  jointly  and  severally  bound  to 
fulfil  the  tenns  of  the Contract  according  to  the  liDN  of  the  State  of 
the  Contracting Authority and  shall,  at  the  request  of  the  Contract-
ing  Authority,  designate  one  of  such  persons  to  act  as  leader  ~th 
authority  to  bind  the  joint  venture  or  consortium.  The  composition 
or  the  constitution  of  the  joint  venture  or  consortium  shall  not  be 
altered without  the prior  consent  of  the COntracting Authority. - 11  -
Airrla.E 13 
Superintendence of  the \\brks 
13.1  The  Contractor  shall  hhnself  superintend  the ~rks or  shall  appoint  a 
representative  to  do  so.  Such  appointtnent  shall  be  subnlltted  to  the 
Supervisor  for  approval.  The  approval  rrmy  at  any  tUne  be  ~thdr~. 
Should  the  Supervisor  refuse  to  approve,  or ~thdr~  approval  of  the 
appointtnent,  he  shall  set  out  the  grounds  on  ~ich his  decision  is 
based,  and  the  Contractor  shall  subnll t  an  alternative  appointment 
without  delay. 
13.2  If  the  Supervisor  withdr~ his  approval  of  the  Contractor's  repre-
sentative,  the Contractor  shall,  as  soon  as  is practicable,  after  re-
ceiving notice  of  suchwithdr~l, remove  the  representative fran the 
Works  and  replace himwith another  representative  approved  by  the  Su-
pervisor. 
13.3  The  Contractor's  representative  shall  have  full  authority  to ~ke any 
decision  necessary  for  the  execution  of  the  Works,  to  receive  and 
carry out Adnllnistrative Orders  and  to  countersign  the  ~rk register 
referred  to  in AJticle  39  or  attachment,  ~ere appropriate.  In  any 
event,  the  Contractor  shall  be  responsible  for  ensuring  thut  the 
Works  are  carried  out  satisfactorily  including  ensuring  that  the 
specifications  and  .Am:ninistrative  Orders  are  adhered  to  by  his  own 
~loyees and  by his  sub-contractors  and  their  ~loyees. 
AIITIQ.E 14 
Staff 
14.1  The  persons  ~loyed by  the  Contractor must  be  sufficient  in  nmnber, 
and  permit  the  optitmm  use  of  the  human  resources  of  the  State  in 
~ich the Works  are  located.  Such  employees must  have  the  skills and 
experience  necessary  to  ensure  due  progress  and  satisfactory  execu-
tion  of  the Works.  The  Contractor  shall  linnediately  replace  all  ~­
ployees  indicated  by  the  Supervisor  as  likely  to  jeopardise  the  sat-
isfactory execution of  the Works. 
14.2  The  rates  of  remuneration  and  the  general  ~rking conditions,  as  laid 
down  by  the  1~ of  the  State  of  the  Contracting  Authority,  shall 
apply as  a min~  to  ~loyees on  the  Site. 
AIITIQ.E 15 
Perfonnance Guarantee 
15.1  The  Contractor  shall, within  30  days  of  receipt  of  the  notification 
of  the  ~rd of  Contract,  furnish  to  the  Contracting  Authority  a - 12  -
guarantee  for  the  full  and  proper  performance  of  the  COntract.  The 
mnount  of  the  guarantee  shall  be  as  specified  in  the  Special  COndi-
tions  and  shall  not  exceed  101o  of  the  mnount  of  the  Contract  Price 
including  any  amounts  stipulated  in  riders  to  the  COntract,  save 
where  the  Special  COnditions  provide  otherwise.  However,  it may  in 
no  case  exceed  20%  of  such price. 
15.2  The  performance  guarantee  shall  be  held  against  pa~nt to  the  COn-
tracting  Authority  for  any  loss  resulting  fran  the  Contractor's 
failure  to  fully  and  properly  perform  his  obligations  under  the 
COntract. 
15.3  The  performance  guarantee  shall  be  in the  fonnat  given  in  the  Special 
Conditions,  and  may  be  provided  in  the  form  of  a  bank  guarantee,  a 
banker's  draft,  a  certified  cheque,  a  bond  provided  by  an  insurance 
and/or  bonding  company,  an  irrevocable  letter of  credit  or  a  cash de-
posit made vnth  the COntracting Authority.  If  the  performance  guaran-
tee  is  to  be  provided  in  the  form  of  a  bank  guarantee,  a  banker's 
draft,  a  certified  cheque  or  a  bond,  it shall  be  issued  by  a  bank  or 
bonding  and/or  insurance  company  approved  by  the  COntracting 
Authority  in  accordance vnth  the  eligibility criteria applicable  for 
the  ~rd  of  the Contract. 
15.4  Unless  stated  otherwise  in  the  Special  Conditions,  the  perfonnance 
guarantee  shall  be  denoorinated  in  the  types  and  proportions  of  cur-
rencies  in which  the  original Contract  is payable. 
15.5  No  pa~nts shall  be  made  in  favour  of  the  Contractor  prior  to  the 
provision  of  the  guarantee.  The  guarantee  shall  continue  to  remain 
valid until  the Contract has  been  fully and  properly perfonned. 
15.6  During  the  perfonnance  of  the Contract,  if  the  natural  or  legal  per-
son  providing  the  guarantee  is  not  able  to  abide  by  his  cammUttnents, 
the  guarantee  shall  cease  to  be  valid.  The  COntracting  Authority 
shall  give  formal  notice  to  the Contractor  to  provide  a  n~  guarantee 
on  the  smne  tenns  as  the  previous  one.  Should  the Contractor fail  to 
provide  a  n~  guarantee,  the Contracting Authority may  terminate  the 
Con t rae t. 
15.7  The  Contracting Authority  shall  d~nd  pa~nt fran  the  guarantee  of 
all  s~  for which  the  guarantor  is  liable under  the  guarantee  due  to 
the  Contractor's  default  under  the  Contract,  in  accordance  ~th the 
terms  of  the  guarantee  and  up  to  the  value  thereof.  The  guarantor 
shall,  ~ithout delay,  pay  those  s~  upon  d~nd fran the Contracting 
Authority  and  may  not  raise  any  objection  for  any  reason whatsoever. 
Prior  to  ~king any  clailn under  the  perfonnance  guarantee,  the  Con-
tracting Authority  shall  notify  the Contractor  stating  the  nature  of 
the default  in respect  of which  the  clahn is  to  be  made. 
15.8  Unless  the  Contract  provides  otherwise  the  performance  guarantee 
shall  be  released within  30  days  of  the  issue  of  the  signed  final 
stat~nt of  account  referred  to  in Article  51. - 13  -
ARI'Ia.E 16 
Insurance 
16.1  The  COntractor  shall  insure  in  the  joint n~s of  the Contracting Au-
thority and  hnnself  against  loss  or  dmrnage  for which he  is  liable un-
der  the  COntract.  Such  insurance  shall,  unless  the  Special  COndi-
tions  provide  otherwise,  cover:-
a)  the  Works,  together  with  materials  and  Plant  for  incorporation 
therein,  to  the  full  replac~nt cost  against  all  loss  or  dmnage 
fran v.hatever  cause  arising other  than fran force majeure  or  risks 
attributable under  the Contract  to  the Contracting Authority; 
b)  an  additional  sum  of  1~o of  such  replac~nt cost,  or  as  may  be 
specified  in  the  Special Conditions,  to  cover  any  additional  costs 
of  and  incidental  to  the  rectification of  loss  or  dwnage  including 
professional  fees  and  the  cost  of  demolishing  and  rermving  any 
part of  the~rks and  of  r~ving debris  of ~atever nature: 
c)  the  Contractor's  Equi~nt and  other  things  brought  onto  the  Site 
by  the  ~ntractor, for  a  sum  sufficient  to  provide  their  replace-
~nt at  the  Site. 
16.2  The  Contractor may  substitute  the  insurance  provided  for  in AJticle 
16.1  by  a  global  policy  of  insurance  \W.ich  covers,  inter  alia,  the 
elements  of  AJticle  16.1(a),  (b)  and  (c).  In  such  case,  the  Con-
tractor  shall  notify  the  insurer  of  the  Contracting  Authority's 
interest. 
16.3  The  Contractor  shall  take  out  insurance  covering  his  liability with 
regard  to  industrial  accidents  and  civil  liabilities  to  any  person 
employed  by  him  on  the Works,  to  the  Contracting  Authority  and  any 
employee  of  that  authority,  arising  fran the  execution  of  the ~rks. 
Such  liability shall  be  unlimited  in  the  case  of  personal  injuries. 
16.4  The  Contractor  shall  take  out  insurance  covering  liability with  re-
gard  to  risks  and  civil  liability resulting  fran an  act  or  ooilssion 
attributed  to  him,  to his  legal  successors  or  agents.  Such  insurance 
shall  be  for  at  least  the  amount  stated  in  the  Special  Conditions. 
Furthennore,  he  shall  ensure  that  all  his  sub-Contractors  have  taken 
out  a  sUnilar  insurance. 
16.5  All  the  insurance  referred  to  in  this  Article  shall  be  taken  out 
within  30  days  of  the  notification of  the  ~rd of  the  Contract,  and 
shall  be  subject  to  approval  by  the  Contracting Authority.  Such  in-
surance  shall  take  effect  fran  the  ccnmencement  of  the  ~rks  and 
remain  in  force  until  final  acceptance  of  the Works.  The  Contractor 
shall  produce  to  the  Contracting Authority  the  insurance  policy  and 
shall  furnish  proof  of  regular  payment  of  premilD.nS  without  delay 
whenever  he  is  required  to  do  so  by  the  Contracting Authority  or  the 
Supervisor. - 14  -
16.6  No~thstanding the  obligations  of  the COntractor  to  insure  in accor-
dance  with  Article  16,  the  COntractor  shall  be  solely  liable  and 
shall  indemnify  the  COntracting Authority  and  the  Supervisor  against 
any  claUn8  by  third parties  for  dmnage  to  property or  personal  inju-
ries  arising  fran  the  execution  of  the ~rks by  the  COntractor,  his 
sub-contractors  and  employees  in  connection~th the ~rks. 
Alrrla..E 17 
Perfonnance Programme 
17.1  The  Contractor  shall  drww  up,  and  subnllt  for  the  approval  of  the  Su-
pervisor,  a  progrmnrne  of  perfonnance  of  the  Contract,  in  accordance 
with  the  Special Conditions.  The  progr~ shall  contain at  least  the 
following:-
a)  the  order  in which  the Contractor  proposes  to  carry out  the ~rks; 
b)  the  Time  Limits ~thin which  sulmission  and  approval  of  the  Draw-
ings  are  required; 
c)  a  general  description of  the ~thods which  the Contractor  proposes 
to  adopt  for  carrying  out  the Works,  and 
d)  such further details  and  infonnation as  the  Supervisor nmy  reason-
ably  require. 
17.2  The  approval  of  the  progr~ by  the  Supervisor  shall  not  relieve  the 
COntractor  fran any  of his  obligations  under  the COntract. 
17.3  No  material  alteration to  the  progrmnrne  shall  be  nmde  ~thout the  ap-
proval  of  the  Supervisor.  If,  however,  the  progress  of  the  ~rks 
does  not  confonn  to  the  programme,  the  Supervisor  nmy  instruct  the 
Contractor  to  revise  the  progrmnne  and  sulmit  the  revised  progr~ 
to him for  approval. 
ARTICLE  18 
~tailed Breakdown  of Prices 
18.1  vmere  appropriate  and  ~thin a  period  of  not  ~re than  20 days  fol-
lowing  the  Supervisor's  reasoned  request,  the  Contractor  shall  pro-
vide  a  detailed  breakdown  of  his  rates  and  prices, where  such  break-
down  is  required  for  any  purpose  under  the COntract. 
18.2  Mter  the  notification  of  award,  the  Contractor  shall,  ~thin  the 
T~  Limit  stated  in  the  Special  COnditions,  provide  to  the  Supervi-
sor  for  his  infonnation only,  a  detailed  cash  flow estinmte,  in quar-
terly  periods,  of  all  payments  vA:tich  nmy  be  due  to  the  COntractor - 15  -
der  the  COntract.  The  COntractor  shall  subsequently  supply  revised 
cash flow estbnates  at quarterly intervals,  if so  required  by  the  Su-
pervisor.  The  Canmnication  shall  not  impose  any  liability \W.atso-
ever  on  the Contracting Authority or  the  Supervisor. 
Airrla.E 19 
Contractor  • s  Drawings 
19.1  The  Contractor  shall  suballt  to  the  Supervisor  for  approval:-
a)  such  drawings,  doc~nts,  srunples  and/or  ~dels as  rrmy  be  speci-
fied  in  the  Contract within  the  Time  Limits  laid  down  therein  or 
in  the  progr~ of  performance; 
b)  such  drawings  as  the  Supervisor  may  reasonably  require  for  the 
perfonnance  of  the Contract. 
19.2  If  the  Supervisor  fails  to  notify his  decision  of  approval  referred 
to  in ~ticle 19.1 within  the  Tilne  LimUts  referred  to  in Contract  or 
the  approved  progranme  of  performance,  such  drawings,  documents. 
samples  or  models  shall  be  deemed  to  be  approved  at  the  end  of  the 
Time  Limits  specified.  If no  Tilne  Limit  is  specified,  they  shall  be 
de~d to  be  approved  30  days  after  receipt. 
19.3  Approved  Dr~ngs,  doc~nts,  smnples  and  ~dels shall  be  signed  or 
otherwise  identified by  the  Supervisor  and  shall  not  be  departed  frcrn  . 
except  as  otherwise  instructed  by  the  Supervisor.  Any  Contractor's 
drmwings,  doc~nts,  smnples  or models  ~ich the  Supervisor  fails  to 
approve,  shall  be  forthwith modified  to ~et the  requir~nts of  the 
Supervisor  and  resubnritted  by  the Contractor  for  approval. 
19.4  The  Contractor  shall  supply additional  copies  of  approved  Dr~ngs in 
the  fonn and  numbers  stated  in  the Contract  or  in  subsequent Arlnllnis-
trative Orders. 
19.5  The  approval  of  the  Drawings,  documents,  samples  or  models  by  the 
Supervisor  shall  not  relieve  the  Contractor  fran any  of  his  obliga-
tions  under  the Contract. 
19.6  The  Supervisor  shall  have  the  right  at  all  reasonable  times  to  in-
spect  all Contract Drawings,  documents,  srunples  or models  at  the Con-
tractor's prentises. 
19.7  Before  provisional  acceptance  of  the ~rks, the Contractor  shall  sup-
ply  operation  and  rrmintenance  rrmnuals  together with  dr~ngs, ~ich 
shall  be  in  such  detail  as will  enable  the  Contracting  Authority  to 
operate,  maintain,  adjust  and  repair  all  parts  of  the  ~rks. Uriless 
otherwise  stated  in  the  Special Conditions,  the  manuals  and  drawings 
shall  be  in  the  language  of  the  Contract  and  in  such  fonns  and  nmn-
bers  as  stated  in  the Contract.  The  VVorks  shall  not  be  considered  to 
be  canpleted  for  the  purpose  of  provisional  acceptance  until  such 
manuals  and  drwwings  have  been  supplied  to  the Contracting Authority. - 16  -
ARflaE 20 
Sufficiency of Tender  Prices 
20.1  The  Contractor  shall  be  deemed  to  have  inspected  and  examined  the 
Site  and  its  surroundings  and  to  have  satisfied  hlln8elf  before  sub-
nUtting  his  tender,  as  to  the  nature  of  the  ground  and  sub-soil,  and 
to  have  taken  into  account  the  fonn and  nature  of  the  Site,  the  ex-
tent  and  nature  of  the  ~rk and  rrmterials  necessary  for  the  comple-
tion of  the ~rks,  the  ~ans of  cannunication ~th and  access  to  the 
Site,  the  accmmoda t ion  he  may  require  and  in  general  to  have  ob-
tained  for  hilnself  all  necessary  infonnation  as  to  risks,  contingen-
cies  and  all  other  circ~tances influencing  or  affecting his  tender. 
20.2  The  ~ntractor shall  be  deemed  to  have  satisfied  hUn8elf  before  sub-
nUtting  his  tender  as  to  the  correctness  and  sufficiency of  the  ten-
der  and  of  the  rates  and  prices  stated  in  the  Bill  of  Quantities  or 
Price  Schedule ~ich shall,  except  in  so  far  as  it  is  otherwise  pro-
vided  in  the Contract,  cover  all his  obligations  under  the Contract. 
20.3  Since  the  Contractor  is  de~d to  have  detennlned  his  prices  on  the 
basis  of  his  own  calculations,  operations  and  estimates,  he  shall 
carry  out without  additional  charge  any  work \\bich  iN  the  subject  of 
any  i tern  vvhatsoever  in  his  tender  for  which  he  neither  indicates  a 
unit price  nor  a  firm sum. 
AIITIQ.E 21 
Exceptional Risks 
21.1  If  during  the  execution  of  the VVorks  the  Contractor  encounters  arti-
ficial  obstructions  or physical  conditions which  could not  reasonably 
have  been  foreseen  by  an  experienced Contractor,  and  if  the  Contrac-
tor  is  of  the  opinion  that  additional  costs vnll  be  incurred  and/or 
an  extension  of  the  period  of  perfonnance  of  the  Contract  vnll  be 
necessary as  a  result  of  this,  he  shall  give  notice  to  the  Supervisor 
in  accordance  with  Articles  35  and/or  55.  The  Contractor  shall 
specify  in  such  notice  the  artificial  obstructions  and/or  physical 
conditions,  giving  details  of  the  anticipated  effects  thereof,  the 
~asures he  is  taking  or  intends  to  take  and  the  extent  of  the  anti-
cipated delay  in  or  interference with  the  execution  of  the ~rks. 
21.2  Following  receipt  of  the  notice,  the  Supervisor ~Y inter alia:-
a)  require  the  Contractor  to  provide  an  estimate  of  the  cost  of  the 
nwasures  he  is  taking  or  intends  to  take; 
b)  approve  nwasures  referred  to  in Article  21.2  (a) with  or without 
modification; • 
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c)  give ~itten instructions  as  to how  the  artificial obstructions  or 
physical  conditions  are  to  be  dealt ~th; 
d)  order  a  variation,  a  suspension,  or  terntination of  the COntract. 
21.3  To  the  extent  that  the  Supervisor  shall  decide  that  the whole  or  part 
of  the  said artificial  obstructions  or  physical  conditions  could  not 
reasonably  have  been  foreseen  by  an  experienced  Contractor,  the  Su-
pervisor  shall:-
a)  take  into  account  any delay suffered  by  the Contractor  as  a  result 
of  such obstructions  or  conditions  in deterntining  any  extension of 
the  period  of  perfonnance  to which  the Contractor  is  entitled  un-
der AJticle 35;  and/or 
b)  in  case  of  artificial  obstructions  or  physical  conditions  other 
than ~ather conditions,  detennine  additional  pa~nts due  to  the 
Contractor  in accordance ~th  AJticle 55. 
21.4  Weather  conditions  shall  not  entitle  the  Contractor  to  claims  under 
AJticle  55. 
21.5  If  the  Supervisor  decides  that  the  artificial  obstructions  or  physi-
cal  conditions  could,  in~ole or  in part,  have  been  reasonably fore-
seen  by  an  experienced Contractor,  he  shall  so  infonn the  Contractor 
as  soon  as  practicable. 
ARrlaE 22 
Security of Sites 
22.1  The  Contractor  shall  have  the  right  to  forbid  access  to  the  site  to 
any  person not  involved  in  the  perfonnance  of  the  Contract,  ~th the 
exception of  persons  authorised  by  the  Supervisor. 
22.2  The  Contractor  shall  ensure  the  security  of  sites  during  the  whole 
period of  execution and  shall  be  responsible  for  taking  the  necessary 
steps,  in  the  interests  of  his  employees,  agents  of  the  Contracting 
Authority  and  third  parties,  to  prevent  any  loss  or  accident  v.hich 
may  result fran carrying out  the Works. 
22.3  The  Contractor  shall  take  all  essential  steps~  on  his  own  responsi-
bility and  at his  expense,  to  ensure  that  existing  structures  and  in-
stallations are  protected,  preserved  and  rrmintained.  He  shall  be  re-
sponsible  for  providing  and maintaining at his  awn  expense  all  light-
ing,  protection,  fencing  and  security  equipment  ~ich proves  neces-
sary for  the  proper  perfonnance  of  the Works  or which may  reasonably 
be  required  by  the  Supervisor. - 18  -
22.4  If,  during  the  perfonnance  of  the COntract,  urgent  ~asures are  nec-
essary  to  obviate  any  risk of  accident  or  dmnage  or  to  ensure  secu-
rity following  any accident  or  dmnage,  the  Supervisor  shall  give  for-
mal  notice  to  the  COntractor  to  do  ~at is  necessary.  If  the  Con-
tractor  is  uDMrtlling  or  unable  to  undertake  the  necessary  ~asures, 
the  Supervisor amy  carry out  the ~rk at  the  expense  of  the  Contrac-
tor  to  the  extent  that  the Contractor  is  liable. 
ARrla..E 23 
Safeguarding Adjacent Properties 
23 .1  On  his  own  re spons i bi 1 i ty  and  at  his  expense,  the  Con t rae tor  sha  11 
take  all  the  precautions  required  by  good  construction  practice  and 
by  the  prevailing  circ~tances to  safeguard  adjacent  properties  and 
avoid  causing  any  abnonnal  disturbance  therein. 
23.2  The  Contractor  shall  ind~ify the  Contracting Authority  against  the 
financial  consequences  of  all  claims  by  neighbouring  landowners  or 
residents  to  the  extent  that  the  COntractor  is  liable  and  to  the  ex-
tent  that  the  dwnage  to  adjacent  properties  is  not  the  result  of  a 
hazard  created  through  the  design  or  method  of  construction  imposed 
by  the Contracting Authority or  the  Supervisor  upon  the COntractor. 
Airrla..E 24 
Interference with Traffic 
24.1  The  COntractor  shall  ensure  that  the  ~rks and  installations  do  not 
cause  dmnage  to,  or  obstruct  traffic  on,  communication  links  such  as 
roads,  railways,  waterways  and  aerodranes,  save  as  permitted  under 
the  Special  COnditions.  He  shall,  in  particular,  take  account  of 
~ight restrictions ~en selecting  routes  and  vehicles. 
24.2  Any  special  ~asures  ~ich  the  Contractor  considers  necessary  or 
which  are  specified  in  the  Special  COnditions  or  ~ich are  required 
by  the  Contracting Authority  in  order  to  protect  or  strengthen  sec-
tions  of  roads,  tracks  or  bridges,  shall  be  at  the  expense  of  the 
Contractor,  ~ether or  not  they  are  carried  out  by  the  Contractor. 
The  Contractor  shall  infonn the  Supervisor  of  any  special  ~asures he 
intends  to  take  before  carrying  th~ out.  The  repair  of  any  drunage 
caused  to  roads,  tracks  or  bridges  by  the  transport  of  materials, 
Plant  or  Equi~nt shall  be  at  the  expense  of  the Contractor. 
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ARI'Ia.E 25 
C&bles  and COnduits 
25.1  \\here,  in  the  course  of  carrying  out  the Works,  the  Contractor  en-
counters  bench-marks  indicating  the  course  of  underground  cables, 
conduits  and  installations,  he  shall  keep  such  bench-marks  in 
position or  replace  th~, should  execution of  the Works  have  necessi-
tated  their  temporary  removal.  Such  related  operations  require  the 
authorization of  the  Supervisor. 
25.2  The  Contractor  shall  be  responsible  for  the  preservation,  removal  and 
replac~nt, as  the  case may  be,  of  the  cables,  conduits  and  instal-
lations  specified  by  the  Contracting  Authority  in  the  Contract  and 
for  the  cost  thereof. 
25.3  \\here  the  presence  of  cables,  conduits  and  installations has  not  been 
specified  in  the  Contract  but  is  revealed  by  benclmarks  and  refer-
ences,  the Contractor shall  be  under  a  general  duty of  care  and  suru-
lar  obligations  regarding  preservation,  removal  and  replacement  to 
those  set  out  above.  In  this  case,  the  Contracting  Authority  shall 
compensate  hnn for  expenditure,  to  the  extent  that  such ~rk is  nec-
essary for  the  execution of  the Contract. 
25.4  H~ver,  the  obligations  to  remove  and  replace  cables,  conduits  and 
installations  and  the  expenditure  resulting  therefrcm  shall  not  be 
the  responsibility of  the Contractor  if the Contracting Authority de-
cides  to  accept  that  responsibility.  The  swrne  shall  apply~ere this 
obligation  and  the  expenditure  resulting  therefran  devolve  upon 
another  specialist  adnrlnistration or  an  agent. 
25.5  \\hen  any ~rk on  the  Site  is  likely to  cause  disturbances  in  or  dwn-
age  to  a  public utility service,  the Contractor  shall  ~diately in-
fonn  the  Supervisor  in ~iting, giving  a  reasonable  period  of  notice 
so  that  suitable ~asures can  be  taken  in  t~ to  all~~rk to  con-
tinue normally. 
Alll'la.E 26 
Setting-cnt 
26.1  The  Contractor  shall  be  responsible  for: 
a)  the  accurate  setting-out  of  the  \\brks  in  relation  to  or1g1nal 
marks,  lines  and  levels  of  reference  given  by  the  Supervisor; 
b)  the  correctness,  of  the  position,  levels,  dilnensions  and  aligmnent 
of all  parts  of  the Works,  and 
c)  the  provision  of  all  necessary  instr~nts,  appliances  and  labour 
in connectionvnth  the  foregoing  responsibilities. - 20  -
26.2  If,  at  any  tbne  during  the  execution of  the ~rks, any  error  appears 
in  the  position,  levels,  dUnensions  or  alig~nt of  any  part  of  the 
Works,  the  Contractor,  shall,  if  the  Supervisor  so  requires,  at  the 
Contractor's  cost,  rectify  such  error  to  the  satisfaction  of  the 
Supervisor,  unless  such  error  is  based  on  incorrect  data  supplied  by 
the  Supervisor,  in ~ich case  the Contracting Authority  shall  be  re-
sponsible  for  the  cost  of  rectification. 
26.3  The  checking  of  any  setting-out  or  of  any  line  or  level  by  the  Super-
visor  shall  not  in  any~y relieve  the Contractor  of his  responsibil-
ity for  the  accuracy  thereof  and  the  ~ntractor shall  carefully pro-
tect  and  preserve  all  bench-nmrks,  sight-rails,  pegs  and  other  items 
used  in setting-out  the Works. 
ARTia.E 27 
~lished  Naterials 
27.1  ~ere the  Contract  includes  demolition ~rk, nmterials  and  articles 
obtained  therefran  shall,  unless  the  Special  ~ndi  tions  and/or  the 
law of  the  State  of  the  Contracting .Authority  otherwise  provide  and 
subject  to  the  provisions  of AJticle  28,  be  the  property of  the Con-
tractor. 
27.2  Should  the  Special  ~ndi  tiona  reserve  to  the  Contracting  .Authority 
the  right  of  ownership  of nmterials  or  all  or  part  of  the  articles 
obtained  fran the  demolition ~rk, the Contractor  shall  take  all  the 
necessary  precautions  to  ensure  that  these  are  preserved.  He  shall 
be  liable for  any destruction of,  or  dwrnage  to,  such nmterials  or  ar-
ticles  caused  by  hhn or his  agents. 
27.3  Irrespective  of  the  use  to which  the Contracting Authority  intends  to 
put  the materials  or  articles,  in  respect  of  which  he  reserves  the 
right  of  ownership,  all  costs  incurred  in  transporting  and  storing 
thmn  and  all ~rehouse charges  at  the  place  indicated  by  the  Supervi-
sor  shall  be  borne  by  the  Contractor  for  any  carriage  not  exceeding 
100 metres. 
27.4  Save  where  the  Special  Conditions  provide  otherwise,  the  Contractor 
shall,  at  his  expense,  progressively  r~ve rubble  and  other  demoli-
tion nmterials,  rubbish and  debris  fran the  site. 
Airrla.E 28 
Discoveries 
28.1  Discoveries  of  any  interest ~atsoever made  during  excavation or  d~­
olition~rk shall  be  brought  bnnediately to  the  attention of  the  Su-
pervisor.  The  Supervisor  shall  decide  how  such  discoveries  are  to  be 
dealt vnth,  taking  due  account  of  the  law of  the  State  of  the  Con-
tracting Authority. - 21  -
28.2  The  COntracting Authority  reserves  the  right  of  ownership  of umteri-
als  found  during  the  excavation  and  demolition work.  carried  out  on 
land  belonging  to hbn,  subject  to  campensating  the COntractor  for  any 
special  efforts. 
28.3  Artifacts,  antiquities  and  natural,  numismatic,  or  other  objects 
which  are  of  scientific  interest,  and  also  rare  objects  or  objects 
made  of  precious  metals  found  during  excavation  or  demolition work 
shall  be  the  property of  the COntracting Authority. 
28.4  In  the  event  of  disagreanents,  the  COntracting  Authority  shall  have 
sole  authority to decide  as  to  the qualifications  set  out  in Articles 
28.1  and  28.3. 
ARrla.ES 29 
Teq>orary W>rk.s 
29.1  The  COntractor  shall  carry out  at his  expense  all  the  tanporaryworks 
to  enable  the ~rk.s to be  carried out.  He  shall  subcrrit  to  the  Super-
visor  the  dr~ngs for  temporary works which he  intends  to  use,  such 
as  cofferdams,  scaffolding,  trusses  and  shuttering.  He  shall  take 
into account  any  observations made  to hnn by  the  Supervisor while  as-
sunUng  responsibility for  these  dr~ngs. 
29.2  \\here  the  design  of  particular  temporary works  is  specified  in  the 
Special  Conditions  to  be  the  responsibility  of  the  Contracting  Au-
thority,  the  Supervisor  shall  provide  the  Contractor  ~th all  Dr~­
ings  necessary  in  reasonable  tUne  to  enable  the COntractor  to  under-
take  the  temporary works  in  accordance  ~th his  progrmnne.  In  such 
cases,  the  COntracting Authority shall  be  solely  responsible  for  the 
safety and  adequacy  of  the  design.  ~ver, the  COntractor  shall  be 
responsible  for  the  proper  construction. 
ARrla..E 30 
Soil Studies 
Subject  to  the  Special  Conditions  and  to  the  technical  specifica-
tions,  the  Contractor  shall  make  available  to  the  Supervisor,  the 
personnel  and  Equipment  necessary  for  carrying  out  any  soil  survey 
which  the  Supervisor  considers  reasonably  necessary.  The  Contractor 
shall  be  compensated  for  the  actual  cost  of  the  umnpawer  and  Equip-
~nt used  or made  available  in such work.,  if not  already provided  for 
in  the Contract. - 22  -
Alli'Ia.E 31 
~erlapping COntracts 
31.1  The  Contractor  shall,  in  accordance vnth  the  requir~nts of  the  Su-
pervisor,  afford  all  reasonable  opportunities  for  carrying  out  their 
~rk to  any  other  contractors  employed  by  the  Contracting Authority 
and  their ~r~n, to  the wor~n of  the Contracting Authority and  of 
any  other  public  authorities who  nmy  be  employed  on  or  near  the  Site 
in  the  execution  of  any~rk not  included  in  the Contract,  or  of  any 
Contract which  the Contracting Authority amy  enter  into  in connection 
with,  or  ancillary to,  the Works. 
31.2  If,  however,  the  Contractor,  on  the  ~itten request  of  the  Supervi-
sor,  nmkes  available  to  any  such  contractor,  or  public  authority,  or 
to  the  Contracting Authority,  any  roads  or  ~ys for  the  umintenance 
of  which  the  Contractor  is  responsible,  or  permits  the  use  by  any 
such  other  persons  of  the  Contractor's  temporary  ~rks,  scaffolding 
or  other  Equipnent  on  the  Site,  or  provides  any  other  service  of 
whatsoever  nature,  which was  not  provided  for  in  the  Contract,  the 
Contracting Authority  shall  pay  to  the Contractor  in  respect  of  such 
use  or  service,  such  sums  and/or  grant  such  extension  of  time,  as 
shall,  in the  opinion of  the  Supervisor,  be  reasonable. 
31.3  The  Contractor  shall  not  by  reason  of AJticle  31  be  relieved  of  any 
of his  obligations under  the Contract  nor  shall  he  be  entitled  to  any 
claUn8  other  than  those  provided for  in Axticle 31.2. 
ARI'Ia..E  32 
Patents and Licences 
Save where  othe~ise provided  in  the  Special Conditions,  the Contrac-
tor  shall  indemnify  the  Contracting  Authority  and  the  Supervisor 
against  any  clann resulting fran the  use  as  specified  in  the Contract 
of  patents,  licences,  Dr~ngs, designs,  models,  or  brand  or  trade 
marks,  except  \Were  such  infringement  results  fran  canpl i ance  with 
the  design  or  specification  provided  by  the  Contracting  Authority 
and/or  the  Supervisor. - 23  -
ARrlaE 33 
Cmmencement  Orders 
33.1  The  COntracting Authority shall  fix  the  date  on  ~ich perfonnance  of 
the COntract  is  to  c~nce, and  advise  the COntractor  either  in  the 
notification  of  award  of  Contract  or  by  Adnllnistrative  Order  issued 
by  the  Supervisor. 
33.2  The  date  for  c~ncing perfonnance  shall  be  not  later  than  180  days 
foll<NV'ing  notification  of  award  of  Contract  unless  agreed  otherwise 
by  the parties. 
AXrlaE 34 
Period of Perfonnance 
The  period  of  perfonnance  shall  c~nce on  the  date  fixed  in  accor-
dance vnth AJticle 33.1  and  shall  be  as  stated  in  the COntract, vnth-
out  prejudice  to  extensions  of  the  period ~ich  amy  be  granted  under 
Article 35. 
Alrrla.E 35 
Extension of Period of Perfonmance 
35.1  The  Contractor nmy  request  an  extension  to  the  period  of  perfonnance 
if he  is  or vnll  be  delayed  in  completing  the Contract  by  any  of  the 
following  causes:-
a)  exceptional ~ather conditions  in  the  State of  the Contracting Au-
thority; 
b)  artificial  obstructions  or  physical  conditions  ~ich  could  not 
reasonably have  been  foreseen  by  an  experienced  contractor; 
c) Adarlnlstrative Orders  affecting  the  date  of  completion  other  than 
those  arising fran the Contractor's default; 
d)  failure  of  the COntracting Authority  to fulfil  his  obligations un-
der  the Contract; 
e)  any  suspension  of  the ~rks  ~ich is  not  due  to  the  COntractor's 
default; 
f)  force umjeure; . - 24  -
g)  any  other  causes  referred  to  in  these General  ~nditions ~ich are 
not  due  to  the  ~ntractor's default. 
35.2  The  ~ntractor shall, ~thin 30 days  of  beconting  wware  that delay rrmy 
occur,  notify  the  Supervisor  of  his  intention  to umke  a  request  for 
extension  of  the  period  of  perfonnance  to which  he  nmy  consider  hUn-
self  entitled,  and  shall,  as  soon  thereafter  as  is  reasonable  in  the 
circ~tances, deliver  to  the  Supervisor  full  and  detailed  particu-
lars  of  the  request,  in  order  that  such  request  may  be  investigated 
at  the  time. 
35.3  The  Supervisor  shall,  by  ~itten notice  to  the  Contractor  after  due 
consultation ~th the  Contracting Authority  and,  where  appropriate, 
the Contractor,  grant  such  extension of  the  period  of  perfonnance  as 
rrmy  be  justified,  either  prospectively or  retrospectively,  or  infonn 
the Contractor  that  he  is not  entitled  to  an  extension. 
ARTIUE 36 
~lays in Perfonnance 
36.1  If  the  Contractor  fails  to  canplete  the Works  within  the  time  pe-
riod(s)  specified  in  the  ~ntract,  the  Contracting Authority  shall, 
~thout fonnal  notice  and  ~thout prejudice  to his  other  remedies  un-
der  the  Contract  be  entitled  to  Liquidated  ~ges for  every  day  or 
part  thereof which  shall  elapse  be~en the  end  of  the  period  speci-
fied  for  perfonnance  or  extended  period  of  perfonnance  under Auticle 
35  and  the  actual  date  of  canpletion,  at  the  rate  and  up  to  the maxi-
m.m  amount  specified  in  the  Special  ~ndi  tions.  If  the  Works  have 
been  the  subject  of partial  acceptance  in accordance ~th  Auticle  59, 
the Liquidated ~ges specified  in  the  Special Conditions may  be  re-
duced  in  the  proportionwhich the value  of  the  accepted  part  bears  to 
the value  of  the whole  of  the Works. 
36.2  If  the Contracting Authority has  bee~ entitled  to  the ~XUnwn claim 
under Auticle  36.1  he umy,  after giving notice  to  the Contractor:-
a)  seize  the  perfonnance guarantee;  and/or 
b)  tenndnate  the Contract;  and 
c)  enter  into  a  contract with  a  third party at  the  ~ntractor's cost 
for  the  provision of  the  balance  of  the ~rks - 25  -
Alll'la.E 37 
Variations 
37.1  The  Supervisor  shall  have  power  to order  any  variation  to  any  part  of 
the ~rks necessary  for  the  proper  completion  and/or  functioning  of 
the VVorks.  Such  variations nmy  include  additions,  orr.Ussions,  substi-
tutions,  changes  in  quality,  quantity,  fonn,  character,  kind,  posi-
tion,  dilnension,  level  or  line  and  changes  in  the  specified  sequence, 
~thod or  tUning  of  execution of  the ~rks.  No  order  for  a  variation 
shall  have  the  effect of  invalidating  the  ~ntract, but  the  financial 
effect,  if any,  of all  such variations  shall  be  valued  in  accordance 
vnth ~ticles 37.5 and  37.7. 
37.2  No  variation  shall  be  nmde  except  by  Adarlnistrative  Order,  provided 
that:-
a)  if  for  any  reason,  the  Supervisor  shall  find  it necessary  to  give 
an  order  orally,  he  shall  as  soon  as  possible  thereafter  confinn 
the  order  by  an Adrrrlnistrative Order; 
b)  if  the  ~ntractor shall  confinn in ~iting an  oral  order  given  for 
the  purpose  of Axticle  37.2  (a)  and  the  confinnation  shall  not  be 
contradicted  in ~iting forthwith  by  the  Supervisor,  an  Adnllnis-
trative Order  shall  be  deemed  to  have  been  issued  for  the  varia-
tion; 
c)  an  Administrative  Order  for  variation  shall  not  be  required  for 
increase  or  decrease  in  the  quantity  of  any  ~rk  ~ere such  in-
crease  or  decrease  is  the  result  of  the  quantity  exceeding  or 
being  less  than  that  stated  in  the  Bill  of  Quantities  or  Price 
Schedule. 
37.3  Save  as  provided  by  AJticle  37.2,  prior  to  any  Adrrrlnistrative  Order 
for  variation,  the  Supervisor  shall  notify  the  Contractor  of  the 
nature  and  fonn  of  such  variation.  As  soon  as  possible,  after  re-
ceiving  such  notice,  the  ~ntractor shall  submit  to  the  Supervisor  a 
proposal  containing:-
a)  a  description  of  the  tasksr  if  any,  to  be  performed  or  the 
~asures to  be  taken and  a  progr~ for  execution;  and 
b)  any  necessary modifications  to  the  progrrunne  of  perfonnance  or  to 
any  of  the Contractor's  obligations under  the Contract;  and 
c)  any  adjusttnent  to  the Contract  Price  in  accordance vnth  the  rules 
as  set  out  in ~ticle 37. - 26  -
37.4  Following  the  receipt  of  the  Contractor's  subntission  referred  to  in 
Auticle  37.3,  the  Supervisor  shall,  after  due  consultation ~th the 
Contracting Authority  and,  ~ere appropriate,  the  Contractor,  decide 
as  soon  as  possible 'Whether  or  not  the  variation  shall  be  carried 
out.  If  the  Supervisor  decides  that  the  variation  shall  be  carried 
out  he  shall  issue  the Adnrlnistrative  ~der stating  that  the  varia-
tion  shall  be  carried  out  at  the  prices  and  under  the  conditions 
given  in  the  Contractor's  subollssion  referred  to  in AJticle  37.3  or 
as modified  by  the  Supervisor  in accordance ~th  AJticle 37.5. 
37.5  The  prices  for  all variations  ordered  by  the  Supervisor  in  accordance 
~th  Axticles  37.2  and  37.4 shall  be  ascertained  by  the  Supervisor  in 
accordance ~th the  following  principles:-
a) ~ere  ~rk is  of  sintilar  character  and  executed under  sllnllar  con-
ditions  to ~rk priced  in  the Bill  of Quantities  or  Price  Schedule 
it shall  be  valued at  such  rates  and  prices  contained  therein; 
b) ~ere  ~rk is  not  of  a  sintilar  character  or  is  not  executed  under 
sUnilar  conditions,  the  rates  and  prices  in  the  Contract  shall  be 
used  as  the  basis  for  valuation  so  far  as  is  reasonable,  failing 
~ich, a  fair valuation shall  be  rrmde  by  the  Supervisor; 
c)  if  the nature  or  wnount  of  any variation relative  to  the nature  or 
mnount  of  the  ~ole of  the  Contract  or  to  any  part  thereof  shall 
be  such  that  in  the  opinion  of  the  Supervisor  any  rate  or  price 
contained  in  the  Contract  for  any  item  of  ~rk is  by  reason  of 
such  variation  rendered  unreasonable,  then  the  Supervisor  shall 
fix  such  rate  or price  as  in  the  circ~tances he  shall  think  rea-
sonable  and  proper; 
d) ~ere a  variation is necessitated by default  or  breach of Contract 
by  the Contractor,  any additional  cost  attributable  to  such varia-
tion shall  be  borne  by  the Contractor. 
37.6  On  receipt  of  the Adnrlnistrative Order  requesting  the  variation,  the 
Contractor  shall  proceed  to  carry  out  the  variation  and  be  bound  by 
these General Conditions  in  so  doing  as  if such variation ~re stated 
in  the Contract.  The ~rks shall not  be  delayed  pending  the  granting 
of  any  extension of  tnne  for  completion or  adjusttnent  to  the Contract 
Price.  \\here  the  order  for  a  variation  precedes  the  adjustment  to 
the Contract Price,  the Contractor  shall  keep  records  of  the  costs  of 
undertaking  the  variation and  of  tUne  expended  thereon.  Such  records 
shall  be  open  to  inspection  by  the  Supervisor  at  all  reasonable 
times. 
37.7  ~ere on  provisional  acceptance,  an  increase  or  reduction  in  the  to-
tal  value  of  the  '\\brks  resulting  fran  an  Administrative  Order,  or 
fran same  other  circ~tance ~ich is  not  caused  by  the  Contractor's 
default,  exceeds  15%  of  the  Contract  price,  the  Supervisor  shall, - 27  -
after  consultation ~th the  COntracting Authority  and  the  COntractor 
detetarine  any  additions  to  or  reduction  fran the COntract  Price  as  a 
consequence  of  the  application  of  AJticle  37.5.  The  smn  so 
determined  shall  be  based  on  the  amount  by  vmich  the  increase  or 
decrease  in  value  of  the  \\brks  exceeds  15%.  The  smn  shall  be 
notified  by  the  Supervisor  to  the  Contracting  Authority  and  the 
COntractor  and  the Contract Price  adjusted accordingly. 
Allfla.E 38 
Suspension 
38.1  The  Contractor  shall,  on  the  order  of  the  Supervisor,  suspend  the 
progress  of  the \\brks  or  any  part  thereof  for  such  tUne  or  tUnes  and 
in such manner  as  the  Supervisor rrmy  consider necessary. 
38.2  During  the  period  of  suspension,  the COntractor  shall  take  such  pro-
tective  ~asures as  nmy  be  necessary  to  safeguard  the \\brks,  Plant, 
Equipment  and  Site  against  any  deterioration,  loss  or  dmnage.  Addi-
tional  expenses  incurred  in  connection ~th such  protective  ~asures 
shall  be  added  to  the COntract  Price,unless  such  suspension  is:-
a)  otherwise  provided for  in  the Contract;  or 
b)  necessary by  reason of  sane  default  of  the Contractor;  or 
c)  necessary by  reason of nonnal  clhnatic  conditions  on  Site;  or 
d)  necessary  for  the  safety or  the  proper  execution  of  the \\brks  or 
any part  thereof  insofar  as  such necessity does  not  arise fran any 
act  or  default  by  the  Supervisor  or  the  Contracting Authority  or 
fran any  of  the  exceptional  risks  referred  to  in Aiticle 21. 
38.3  The  Contractor  shall  not  be  entitled  to  such  additions  to  the  Con-
tract  Price  unless  he  notifies  the  Supervisor,  ~thin 30  days  after 
receipt  of  the  order  to  suspend  the VVorks,  of his  intention  to ~ke a 
claim for  them. 
38.4  The  Supervisor,  after  consultation~th the Contracting Authority and 
the  Contractor,  shall  detennine  such  extra  pa~nt and/or  extension 
of  the  period  of  perfonnance  to  be  made  to  the  Contractor  in  respect 
of  such  claim as  shall,  in  the  opinion of  the  Supervisor,  be  fair  and 
reasonable. 
38.5  If  the  period  of  suspension  exceeds  180  days  and  the  suspension  is 
not  due  to  the Contractor's default,  the Contractor ~y. by  notice  to 
the  Supervisor,  request  pennission  to  proceed ~thin 30  days  or  ter-
ntinate  the Contract. - 28  -
M\"lm.IALS  AND w:R<Mt\NSEDP 
Airrla..E 39 
'W>rk  Register 
39.1  A~rk register  shall,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  the  Special  COn-
ditions,  be  kept  on  the  Site by  the  Supervisor, ~o shall  enter  in it 
at  least  the  following  infonnation:-
a)  the  ~ather conditions,  interruptions  of  ~rk awing  to  inclement 
~ather, hours  of ~rk, number  and  type  of ~r~n  employed  on  the 
Site, materials  supplied,  equi~nt in use,  equi~nt not  in ~rk­
ing  order,  tests  carried  out  in  situ,  smnples  dispatched,  unfore-
seen  circ~tances, as ~11 as  orders  given  to  the COntractor; 
b)  detailed  statements  of  all  the  quantitative  and  qualitative  ele-
ments  of  the  ~rk.  done  and  the  supplies  delivered  and  used, 
capable  of  being  checked  on  the  Site  and  relevant  in  calculating 
pa~nts to be  made  to  the Contractor. 
39.2  The  stat~nts shall  fonn  an  integral  part  of  the  ~rk. register  but 
may,  where  appropriate,  be  recorded  in separate  doc~nts.  The  tech-
nical  rules  for  drKWing  up  the  statements  shall  be  as  set  out  in  the 
Special Conditions. 
39.3  The  COntractor  shall  ensure  that  statements  are  drawn  up,  in  good 
time  and  in  accordance  with  the  Special  Conditions,  in  respect  of 
wurk,  services  and  supplies ~ich cannot  be  ~asured or verified  sub-
sequently;  failing  this,  he  shall  accept  the  decisions  of  the  Super-
visor  unless,  at  his  own  expense,  he  provides  evidence  to  the  con-
trary. 
39.4  Entries made  in  the ~rk register  as ~rk progresses  shall  be  signed 
by  the  Supervisor  and  countersigned  by  the  Contractor  or  his  repre-
sentative.  If  the Contractor  objects,  he  shall  communicate  his  vi~ 
to  the  Supervisor within 15  days  following  the  date  on  ~ich the  en-
try  or  the  statements  objected  to  are  recorded.  Should  he  fail  to 
countersign  or  to  sulmit  his  views  within  the  period  allowed,  the 
Contractor  shall  be  deened  to  agree with  the  notes  shown  in  the  reg-
ister.  The  Contractor nmy  exanrine  the ~rk register  at  any  tUne  and 
rrmy,  without  removing  the  doc~nt, ~ke or  receive  a  copy  of  entries 
~ich he  considers necessary for  his  own  infonnation. 
39.5  The  Contractor  shall,  on  request,  provide  the  Supervisor with  the  in-
fonnation needed  to keep  the ~rk register  in good  order. • 
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Alrrla.E 40 
Qlali ty of "W>rks  and Materials 
40.1  The  VVorks,  components  and  nmterials  shall  confonn  to  the  specifica-
tions,  Drawings,  surveys,  models,  samples,  pat terns  and  other  re-
quir~nts in  the COntract which  shall  be  held at  the disposal  of  the 
~ntracting Authority or  the  Supervisor  for  the  purposes  of  identifi-
cation throughout  the  period of perfonnance. 
40.2  Any  prelUninary technical  acceptance  stipulated  in  the  Special Condi-
tions  shall  be  the  subject  of  a  request  sent  by  the Contractor  to  the 
Supervisor.  The  request  shall  indicate  the  reference  to  the  Con-
tract,  the  lot  number  and  the  place where  such  acceptance  is  to  take 
place,  as  appropriate.  The  components  and  ~terials specified  in  the 
request nnst  be  certified  by  the  Supervisor  as  ~eting the  require-
~nts for  such  acceptance  prior  to  their  incorporation  in  the ~rks. 
40.3  Even  if nmterials  or  it~ to  be  incorporated  in  the VVorks  or  in  the 
rrmnufacture  of  components  have  been  technically accepted  in  this ~y. 
they amy  still  be  rejected  and  must  be  replaced  inmediately  by  the 
Contractor  if  a  further  exanrination  reveals  defects  or  faults.  The 
Contractor nmy  be  given  the  opportunity to  repair  and  nmke  good  ~te­
rials  and  i terns  which  have  been  rejected,  but  such  materials  and 
items  ~11 be  accepted  for  incorporation  in  the VVorks  only  if  they 
have  been  repaired  and  nmde  good  to  the  satisfaction of  the  Supervi-
sor. 
ARTI<IE  41 
Inspection and Testing 
41.1  The  COntractor  shall  ensure  that  the  components  and  rrmterials  are  de-
livered  to  the  Site  in  t~ to  all~ the  Supervisor  to  proceed vnth 
acceptance  of  the  components  and rrmterials.  The  ~ntractor is  de~d 
to  have  fully  appreciated  the  difficulties ~ich he  might  encounter 
in this  respect,  and  he  shall  not  be  perarltted  to  advance  any  grounds 
for delay  in fulfilling his  obligations. 
41.2  The  Supervisor  shall  be  entitled,  either  by  hUn&elf  or  his  agent,  to 
inspect,  examine,  measure  and  test  the  canponents,  materials  and 
workmanship,  and  check.  the  progress  of  preparation,  fabrication  or 
manufacture  of  anything  being  prepared,  fabricated  or  ~nufac  tured 
for  delivery  under  the  Contract  in  order  to  establish whether  the 
canponents,  materials  and  workmanship  are  of  the  requisite  quality 
and  quantity.  This  shall  take  place  at  the  place  of  rrmnufacture, 
fabrication,  preparation  or  on  the  Site  or  at  such  other  places  as 
rrmy  be  specified  in  the Contract . - 30  -
41.3  For  the  purposes  of  such  tests  and  inspections,  the  COntractor 
shall:-
a)  provide  to  the  Supervisor,  temporarily  and  free  of  charge,  such 
assistance,  test  smnples,  parts, nmchines,  equi~nt, tools  or um-
terials  and  labour  as  are  normally  required  for  inspection  and 
testing; 
b)  agree, ~th the  Supervisor,  on  the  tUne  and  place  for  tests; 
c)  provide  access  for  the  Supervisor  at  all  reasonable  tbnes  to  the 
place where  the  tests  are  to be  carried out. 
41.4  If  the  Supervisor  is  not  present  on  the  date  agreed  for  tests,  the 
Contractor  nmy,  unless  otherwise  instructed  by  the  Supervisor,  pro-
ceed  ~th the  tests, which  shall  be  de~d to  have  been nmde  in  the 
Supervisor's  presence.  The  Contractor  shall  forthwith  forward  duly 
certified copies  of  the  test  results  to  the  Supervisor, who  shall,  if 
he  has  not  attended  the  test,  be  bound  by  the  test  results. 
41.5  \\hen  ccmponents  and  materials  have  passed  the  tests  referred  to  in 
AJticle  41,  the  Supervisor  shall notify the COntractor  or  endorse  the 
Contractor's  certificate  to  that  effect. 
41.6  If  the  Supervisor  and  the  Contractor  disagree  on  the  test  results, 
each  shall  give  a  stat~nt of his  vi~ to  the  other ~thin IS  days 
after  such disagreement  arises.  The  Supervisor  or  the COntractor ~Y 
require  such  tests  to  be  repeated  on  the  same  terms  and  condi tiona 
or,  if  either  party  so  requests,  by  an  expert  to  be  selected  by 
canmon  consent. AJI  test  reports  shall  be  subnlltted  to  the  Supervisor 
who  shall  canrnunicate  the  results  of  these  tests ~thout delay  to  the 
COntractor.  The  results  of  the  retesting  shall  be  conclusive.  The 
cost  of  the  retesting  shall  be  borne  by  the  party whose  views  are 
proved ~ong by  the  retesting. 
41.7  In  the  performance  of his  duties,  the  Supervisor  and  all  persons  au-
thorized  by  hhn shall disclose  only  to  those  persons who  are  entitled 
to  kn~  of  it  information which  he  has  obtained  by  reason  of  his  in-
spection  and  testing  of  the  ~thods of manufacture  and  operation  of 
the undertaking. 
ARTia.E 4l 
Rejection 
42.1  Components  and a.mterials which are not  of  the  specified quality shall 
be  rejected.  A  special  mark may  be  applied  to  the  rejected  canpo-
nents  or materials.  This  shall  not  be  such  as  to  alter  th5n or  af-
fect  their  c~rcial value.  Rejected  canponents  and materials  shall - 31  -
be  removed  by  the COntractor  fran the  Site ~thin a  period ~ich the 
Supervisor  shall  specify,  failing ~ich they  shall  be  removed  by  the 
Supervisor  as  of  right  at  the  expense  and  risk  of  the  Contractor. 
Any  ~rk incorporating  rejected  components  or nmterials  shall  be  re-
jected. 
42.2  The  Supervisor  shall,  during  the  progress  of  the ~rks and  before  the 
~orks are  taken  over  have  the  p~r to  order  or decide:-
a)  the  removal  fran the Site, ~thin such Thne  LUnits  as may  be  spec-
ified  in  the  order,  of  any  canponents  or materials v.hich,  in  the 
opinion  of  the  Supervisor,  are  not  in  accordance  with  the  Con-
tract; 
b)  the  substitution  of  proper  and  suitable  components  or  ~terials; 
or 
c)  the  demolition  and  proper  re-execution,  or  satisfactory  repair, 
no~thstanding  any  previous  test  thereof  or  interbn  pa~nt 
therefor,  of  any ~rk  ~ich, in  respect  of  components,  materials, 
~r~nship or  design  by  the COntractor  for v.hich  he  is  responsi-
ble,  is not,  in  the  opinion  of  the  Supervisor,  in  accordance  ~th 
the Contract. 
42.3  The  Supervisor  shall,  as  soon  as  reasonably practicable,  give  to  the 
COntractor  notice  in ~iting of  his  decision  specifying  particulars 
of  the  alleged defects. 
42.4  The  Contractor  shall with all  speed  and  at his  expense make  good  the 
defects  so  specified.  If  the  Contractor  does  not  canply ~  th  such 
order,  the  Contracting  Authority  shall  be  entitled  to  employ  other 
persons  to  carry out  the  s~  and  all  expenses  consequent  thereon  or 
incidental  thereto ~y  be  deducted  by  the  Contracting Authority  fran 
any monies  due  or which may  becane  due  to  the Contractor. 
42.5  The  provisions  of AJticle  42  shall  not  affect  the  right  of  the  COn-
tracting Authority  to  clailn under AJticles 36  and  63. 
ARTia..E  43 
Property in Plant and Materials 
43.1  AJl  Equipment,  temporary  ~rks, Plant  and  materials  provided  by  the 
Contractor  shall,  ~en brought  on  the  Site,  be  deemed  to  be  ex-
clusively  intended  for  the  execution  of  the ~rks and  the  Contractor 
shall  not  remove  the  smne  or  any part  thereof,  except  for  the  purpose 
of  ~ving it  fran one  part  of  the  Site  to  another,  ~thout the  con-
sent  of  the  Supervisor.  Such  consent  shall,  h~ver, not  be  required 
for  vehicles  engaged  in  transporting  any  staff,  labour,  Equipnent, 
t~orary~rks, Plant  or materials  to  or  fran the  Site. - 32  -
43.2  The  Special  Conditions  may  provide  that  all  Equipnent,  temporary 
~rks, Plant  and rrmterials  on Site  awned  by  the Contractor  or  by  any 
company  in which  the Contractor has  a  controlling  interest  shall,  for 
the duration of  the  execution of  the ~rks, be:-
a)  vested  in  the Contracting Authority;  or 
b) made  subject  to  a  lien in  favour  of  the Contracting Authority;  or 
c) made  subject  to  any  other  arrang~nt regarding  priority  interest 
or  security. 
43.3  In  the  event  of  termination  of  the  Contract  in  accordance  with 
AJticle  63  due  to  the  Contractor's  breach  of  Contract,  the 
Contracting  Authority  shall  be  entitled  to  use  the  Equipnent, 
ternporary~rks, Plant  and materials  on  Site  in order  to  complete  the 
Works. 
43.4  Any  agre~nt for  the  hire  by  the  COntractor  of  Equipment,  temporary 
"VVOrk.s,  Plant  or materials  brought  onto  the  Site.  shall  contain  a  pro-
vision  that  on  request  in writing made  by  the  .:,.:'"~>tracting  Authority 
within  7  days  after  the  date  on  ~ich the  terarlnation  under  Axticle 
64  becomes  effective,  and  on  the Contracting Authority undertaking  to 
pay  all  hire  charges  in  respect  thereof  fran  such  date,  the  owner 
thereof will hire  such Equipnent,  temporary works,  Plant  or materials 
to  the Contracting Authority on  the  srune  tenns  as  they ~re hired  by 
the Contractor,  save  that  the Contracting )illthority shall  be  entitled 
to  perntit  the  use  thereof  by  any other  contractor  err~loyed by  hiln for 
canpleting  the Works  under  the  provi~ions of  Artic.~-c  64.3 
43.5  upon  tennlnation  of  the COntract  before  completion  of  the ~rks,  the 
COntractor  shall deliver  to  the Contracting Authority any Plant,  t~­
porary works,  Equipnent  or materio.ls  the  prnperty  in vJJ.ich  has  vested 
in  the Contracting Authority or  been m.ad.e  ~:l~je~~t  to  a  llen by virtue 
of Article 43.2.  If he  fails  to do  Ro,  the Contracting Authority may 
take  such  appropriate  action  as  it.  de~ fit  in  order  to  obtain  pos-
session  of  such  Plant~  te~9J:4ry ~rks,  Equi~nt, and nmterials  and 
recover  the  cost  of  so  do3ng  fran the  ~ntractor. 
ARI'Ia.E 44 
~neral Provisions 
44.1  Pa~nts shLll  be  ~de in  the  National  CUrrency  except  as  otherwise 
stipulated  in  the Contract. 
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44.2  The  administrative  or  technical  conditions  to '\\bich  the  payment  of 
advances,  interim  and/or  final  pa-sments  made  in  accordance  with 
Articles  45  to  56  are  subject,  shall  be  as  stated  in  the  Special 
Conditions. 
Alrrla.E 45 
Provisional Price COntracts 
45.1  In  exceptional  cases,  '\\here  a  provisional  price  contract  has  been 
KWarded,  the  amounts  payable  under  the  COntract  shall  be  calculated 
as  follows:-
a)  as  for  cost-plus COntracts  in Article 49.1  (c);  or 
b)  initially  on  the  basis  of  provisional  prices  and,  after  the 
conditions  for  perfor.mUng  the  COntract  are  known,  as  for  lump-sum 
Contracts  or  un i t  p r i c e  COntracts  in  Art i c 1  e  4  9 . 1  (a)  and  (b) 
respectively,  or  as  in a  canposite  contract. 
45.2  The  Contractor  shall  supply  such  infonnation  as  the  Contracting 
Authority or  the  Supervisor may  reasonably  require  in  respect  of  any 
matter  relating  to  the  Contract  for  the  purpose  of  the  calculation. 
~ere agreement  cannot  be  reached  on  the  valuation  of  the ~rks,  the 
mnounts  payable  shall  be  deteDcrrlned  by  the  Supervisor. 
Alrrla.E 46 
Advances 
46.1  If  the  Special  Conditions  so  provide,  advances  shall  be  granted  to 
the  Contractor,  at  his  request,  for  operations  connected  with  the 
execution of  the VVorks,  in  the  cases  listed hereinafter:-
a)  as  a  lump-sum  advance  enabling  him  to  ~et expenditure  resulting 
fran the  c~nc~nt  of  the COntract; 
b)  if  he  affords  proof  of  the  conclusion  of  a  Contract  for  the 
purchase  or  order  of  materials,  Plant,  Equipnent,  machines  and 
tools,  necessary  for  the  execution  of  the  Contract,  and  of  any 
other  substantial  prior  expenses  such  as  the  acquisition  of 
patents  or  study costs. 
46.2  The  Special  Conditions  shall  state  the  mnount  of  the  advances  ~ich 
shall  not  exceed  1~o of  the  original Contract  Price  in  respect  of  the 
lurnp-swn  advance  in Article  46.1(a)  and  2~  of  such  prices  for  all 
other  advances  in Article 46.1(b). - ·34  -
46.3  No  advance  shall  be  granted until:-
a)  the  conclusion of  the Ckntract; 
b)  provision  to  the  Contracting  Authority  by  the  Contractor  of  the 
performance  guarantee  in  accordance with Article  15;  and 
c)  provision  to  the Contracting Authority by  the Contractor  of  a  sep-
arate directly liable gua:.rantee  for  the  full  amount  of  the  advance 
by  the  institutions  referred  to  in  Article  15.3,  which  shall 
remain  effective  until  the  advance  h~s  been  canpletely  repaid  by 
the  ~ntractor out  of  interhn pa~nts under  the COntract. 
46.4  The  Contractor  shall  use  the  advance  exclusively  for  operations  con-
nected with  the  execution of  the v.brks.  Should  the Contractor misus:e 
any portion of  the  advance,  it shall  became  due  and  repayable  Unnedi-
ately and  no  further  advance  pa:Y!Jl,ents  will  be made  to him. 
46.5  Should  the  advance  guarantee  cease  to  be  valid  and  the  Contractor 
fail  to  re-validate  it, either  n deduction  uqual  to  the  ~unt of  the 
advance may  be  made  by  the Contracting Author  .it.;'  frmt future  pa~nts 
due  to  the  COntractor  under  the  Contract,  or  the  COntracting 
Authority amy  apply  the  provisions  of AJticle 15.6. 
46.6  If  the Contract  is  tetntinated  for  any  reason ~atsoever,  the  guaran· 
tees  securing  the  advances ~y  be  invoked  fort~th in order  to  repay 
the  balance  of  the  advance~  stili  n~:v~d  by  the  Contractor,  and  the 
guarantor  shall  not  delay  payment  or  n.d:;:e  objection  for  any  reason 
v..ha tever. 
46.7  The  advance  guarantee  provided  for  in Axticle  46  5ha11  be  released  as 
and when  advances  are  repaid. 
46.8  Further  conditions  and  procedures  for  g:r.an.tiPg  ~m.d  repaying  advances 
shall  be  as  laid down  in  the  Special  ~nditions. 
Retention Sum 
47.1  The  sum which  shall  be  retained fran interim pa)Ulents  by 'Way  of  guar-
antee  to ~et the  Contractor~s obligations during  the N.mintenance  Pe-
riod,  and  the detailed  rules  governing  that guarantee,  shall  be  stip-
ulated  in  the  Special  ~nditions. provided  that  it shall,  in no  case, 
exceed  lo:JO  of  the Contract  Price,. 
47.2  Subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Con.tracting  Authority~  the  Contractor 
may,  if  he  &o  ·V¥lsht!i.  suh&titute,  not  later  than  the  date  fixed  for 
the  cannence.:nent  of  the  ~\brks~  these  retention  S\mS  by  a  retention 
guarantee  isRued  in  :a~!:ordance with Article 15.3. - 35  -
47.3  The  sum  retained  or  the  retention guarantee  shall  be  released ~thin 
90  days  of  the date of  final  acceptance  of  the ~rks. 
ARTia.E 48 
Revision of Prices 
48.1  unless  otherwise  stipulated  in  the  Special  COnditions,  and  except  as 
provided  in Auticle 48.4,  the COntract  shall  be  at  fixed  prices ~ich 
shall  not  be  revised. 
48.2  ~ere prices ~y  be  revised  under  the  Contract,  such  revtston  shall 
take  into  account  variations  in  the  prices  of  significant  local  or 
external  elernents  ~ich served  as  a  basis  for  the  calculation of  the 
tender  price,  such  as  nmnp~r, services,  ~terials and  supplies,  as 
~11 as  charges  laid  dawn  by  lmw  or  regulation.  The  detailed  rules 
for  the  revision shall  be  as  laid dawn  in the  Special COnditions. 
48.3  Prices  contained  in the  ~ntractor's tender  shall  be  deemed:-
a)  to have  been arrived at  on  the  basis of  the  conditions  in force  30 
days  prior  to  the  latest date  fixed  for  subarlssion  of  tenders;  or 
in  the  case  of  direct  agreement  ~ntracts,  on  the  date  the  COn-
tract; 
b)  to  have  taken  account  of  the  legislation and  the  relevant  tax  ar-
rang~nts applicable  at  the  reference  date  fixed  in Auticle  48.3 
(a). 
48.4  In  the  event  of  changes  to,  or  introduction of,  any national  or  State 
statute,  ordinance,  decree  or  other  lmw,  or  any  regulation or  bye-lww 
of  any  local  or  other  public  authority,  after  the  date  stated  in AJ-
ticle  48.3 ~ich causes  a  change  in  the  contractual  relationship  be-
~en the  parties  to  the Contract,  the  ~ntracting Authority  and  the 
Contractor  shall  consult  on  how  best  to  proceed  further  under  the 
Contract,  and  nmy  as  a  result  of  such consultation decide:-
a)  to ~dify the Contract;  or 
b)  on  pa)ment  of  ccmpensation  for  the  resulting  imbalance  by  one 
party  to  the  other;  or 
c)  to  te~nate the COntract  by  mutual  agreement. 
48.5  In  the  event  of  a  delay  in  the  execution  of  the ~rks for  ~ich the 
Contractor  is  responsible,  or  at  the  end  of  the  period  of  perfonnance 
revised  as  necessary  in accordance ~th the Contract,  there  shall  be 
no  further  revision  of  prices  ~thin the  30  days  before  provisional 
acceptance,  except  for  the  application  of  new  price  indexation,  if 
this  is  to  the  benefit  of  the Contracting Authority. - 36  -
ARI'la.E 49 
~asurtment 
49.1  The  following  methods  shall  apply  to  the  valuation  of  v.brk.s  Con-
tracts: 
a)  For  lump-sum contracts,  the  amount  due  under  the Contract  shall  be 
determined  on  the  basis  of  the  breakdown  of  the  overall  Contract 
Price,  or  on  the  basis  of  a  breakd0\1\in  expre.ssed  as  a  percentage  of 
the  ~ntract Price  corresponding  to  completed  stages  of  the ~rks. 
\\here  items  are  acca:npanied  by  quantities,  these  shall  be  firm 
quantities  for  which  the  Contractor  has  sul::mitted  his  all-in 
price,  and  shall  be  paid  for  irrespective  of  the  quantities  of 
~rk actually carried out. 
b)  For unit  price contracts:·· 
i)  the  amount  due  under  th.~  Contr.a~;t  shall  be  calculated  by  ap-
plying  the unit  rates  to  the  quantit~es actually executed  for 
the  respective  it~, in accordance wi:h  the Contract; 
ii)  the quantities  set  out  in  the  Bill  of Quantities  shall  be  the 
esthnated  quantities  of  the VVorks,  ~ich shall  not  be  taken 
as  the  actual  and  correct  quantities  of  the ~rks to  be  exe-
cuted  by  the CCntractor  in fulfilhnent  of  his  obligations  un-
der  the Contract; 
iii) the  Supervisor  shall  det,i!nnine  by  measuremen.t  the  actual 
quantities  of  the "Wlrk.s  executed  by  the  Co1";.tnu~tor,  and  these 
shall  be  paid  for  in  accordance  with  Article  SO.  Unless 
otherwise  provided  ill  t!le  Spec i a 1  Conditions  no  additions 
shall  be  made  to  th(~  i r  ~:ans  in  the  Bill  of  Quantities  except 
as  a  result  of  a  variation  in.  acc.c;:rJance  with .A.rticle  37  or 
other  provision  of  the  Contt·t.c:t  ..  .::nti tllng  the  Contractor  to 
additional  pa.~nt; 
iv)  the  Supervisor  3h<:1.ll  r  'When  he  requires  any parts  of  the '\\brks 
to  be  ~asured,  give  r~asonab1~ notice  to  the  Contractor  to 
attend.  or  to  r;end  a  qualified  agent  to  represent  him.  The 
COntractor  or his  agent  shall  assist  the  Supervisor  in nmking 
such  ~asur~nta and  shall  furnish  all  particulars  required 
by  the  Supervisor.  Should  the Contractor  not  attend,  or  anit 
to  send  such  agen1;,  the measurement made  by  the  Supervisor  or 
approved  by h.i:rn  shall  be  binding  on  the Contractor; 
v)  the VVorkg  shall  be nwasured net,  no~thstanding any  general 
or  loq,;.al  custan.  except  V~rhere  otherwise  provided  for  in  the 
Contrae:t. - 37  -
c)  For  cost-plus  contracts,  the  mnount  due  under  the  COntract  shall 
be  deter.mrlned  on  the  basis  of  actual  costs vnth an  agreed addition 
for  overheads  and  profit.  The  Special  COnditions  shall  stipulate 
the  infonnation ~ich the COntractor  is  required  to  subaUt  to  the 
Supervisor  for  the  purpose  of  AJticle  49.t(c)  and  the  manner  in 
~ich it should  be  subnritted. 
49.2  \\here  an  item in  the Contract  is  indicated  as  "provisional"  the  Pro-
visional  Sum  set aside  for  it shall not  be  taken  into account  in cal-
culating  the  percentages  referred  to  in AJticle 37. 
ARI'Ia.E SO 
Interim Pa~nts 
50.1  unless  otherwise  specified  in  the  Special  Conditions,  the  Contractor 
shall  subcrrlt  an  application for  interhn pa~nt to  the  Supervisor  at 
the  end  of  each period  referred  to  in AJticle 50.7  in a  fonn approved 
by  the  Supervisor.  The  application  shall  include  the  foll~ng 
it~, as  applicable:-
a)  the  estnnated  COntract  value  of  the  pennanent VVorks  executed  up 
to  the  end  of  the  period  in question; 
b)  an  amount  reflecting  any  revision  of  prices  pursuant  to  Article 
48; 
c)  an  mnount  to  be  vnthheld as  retention  sum  under  of AJticle  47; 
d)  any  credit  and/or  debit  for  the  period  in question  in  respect  of 
Plant  and nmterials  on  Site  intended  for,  but  not  yet  incorporated 
in,  the  pennanent ~rks in  the  mnount  and  under  the  conditions  set 
out  in Art i c 1  e  50.2; 
e)  an  wmount  to  be  deducted  on  account  of  the  advance  repa~nt under 
the  provisions  of Article 46;  and 
f)  any  other  sum  to  which  the  Contractor  may  be  enti tied  under  the 
Contract. 
50.2  The  Contractor  shall  be  entitled  to  such  s~ as  the  Supervisor nmy 
consider  proper  in  respect  of  Plant  and  nmterials  intended  for,  but 
not  yet  incorporated  in,  the  permanent 'WOrks  provided  that:-
a)  the  Plant  and  nmterials  conform with  the  specifications  for  the 
pennanent 'WOrks  and  are  set  out  in batches  in  a  ~y that  they may 
be  recognised  by  the  Supervisor; 
b)  such  Plant  and nmterials  have  been  delivered  to  the  Site,  and  are 
properly stored and  protected against  loss  or  drumage  or deteriora-
tion  to  the  satisfaction of  the  Supervisor; - 38  -
c)  the COntractor's  record  of  requirements,  orders,  receipts  and  use 
of  Plant  and  materials  under  the  Contract  are  kept  in  a  form 
approved  by  the  Supervisor  and  such  records  are  avai !able  for 
inspection by  the  Supervisor; 
d)  the Contractor  subnrlts  ~th his  statement,  the  estnnated  value  of 
the  Plant  and  ~terials  on  Site  together  ~th such  documents  as 
may  be  required  by  the  Supervisor  for  the  purpose  of  valuation  of 
the  Plant  and  materials  and  providing  evidence  of  0\lrnership  and 
pa~nt therefor;  and 
e) vJ.lere  the  Special  Conditions  so  provide,  0\lrnership  of  the  Plant 
and  materials  referred  to  in  Article  43  shall  be  deemed  to  be 
vested  in  the Contracting Authority. 
50.3  Approval  by  the  Supervisor of  any  interbn pa~nt certified by  hbn in 
respect  of  Plant  and  materials  pursuant  to  Article  50  shall  be 
~thout prejudice  to  the  exercise  of  any  power  of  the  Supervisor  un-
der  the  Contract  to  reject  any  Plant  or materials vJ.lich  are  not  in 
accordance ~th the  provisions  of  the Contract. 
50.4  The  COntractor  shall  be  responsible  for  any  loss  or  dmmage  to  and  for 
the  cost  of  storing  and  handling  of  such  Plant  and materials  on  Site 
and  shall  effect  such  addi tiona!  insurance  as  may  be  necessary  to 
cover  the  risk of  such  loss  or  dmnage  fran any  cause. 
50.5  Within  30  days  of  receipt  of  the  said  application  for  interbn pay-
~nt, it shall  be  approved  or  mnended  in such manner  that,  in the  Su-
pervisor's  opinion,  the  application  reflects  the  amount  due  to  the 
Contractor  in  accordance ~th the Contract.  In  cases ~ere there  is 
a  difference  of  opinion  as  to  the  value  of  an  iten,  the  Supervisor's 
vi~ shall  prevail.  On  deternrination  of  the  amount  due  to  the  COn-
tractor,  the  Supervisor  shall  issue  to  the Contracting Authority  and 
the  Contractor  an  inter~ pa~nt certificate  for  the  mnount  due  to 
the Contractor  and  shall  inform the Contractor  of  the \\brk.s  for 'Which 
pa~nt is  being made. 
50.6  The  Supervisor may,  by  an  interbn pa~ent certificate, make  any  cor-
rections  or modifications  to  any  previous  certificate,  issued  by  hbn 
and  shall  have  p~r to modify  the valuation  in or ~thhold the  issue 
of  any  interbn pa~nt certificate  if  the ~rks or  any  part  thereof 
are not  being  carried out  to his  satisfaction. 
50.7  unless  the  Special  COnditions  provide  otherwise,  the  frequency  shall 
be  one  interhn pa~nt per month. - 39  -
ARfla..E 51 
Final Statement  of ~count 
51.1  Not  later  than  90  days  after  the  issue  of  the  Final Acceptance  cer-
tificate  referred  to  in Article  62,  the  ~ntractor shall  subollt  to 
the  Supervisor  a  draft  final  statement  of  account  with  supporting 
doc~nts showing  in detail  the  value  of  the ~rk done  in  accordance 
~th the  ~ntract,  together with all  further  s~  which  the  ~ntrac-
tor  considers  to  be  due  to  hiln under  the  ~ntract in order  to  enable 
the  Supervisor  to  prepare  the  final  statement  of  account.  The  Spe-
cial COnditions nmy,  h~ver, in  accordance with Article  51.6,  state 
that  the  draft  final  statement  of  account  and  further  proceed- ings 
related  thereto,  be  dealt ~th before  the  issue  of  the  provi- sional 
acceptance  certificate. 
51.2  Vflthin  90  days  after  receipt  of  the  draft  final  stat~nt of  account 
and  of  all  infonnation  reasonably  required  for  its verification,  the 
Supervisor  shall  prepare  the  final  stat~nt  of  account,  which 
determines:-
a)  the  mrnount  ~ich in his  opinion  is finally due  under  the Contract; 
and 
b)  after  establishing  the  amounts  previously paid  by  the  COntracting 
Authority  and  all  s~ to which  the  Contracting Authority  is  en-
titled  under  the  COntract,  the  balance,  if  any,  due  fran  the 
COntracting Authority to  the Contractor,  or  fran the Contractor  to 
the Contracting Authority,  as  the  case rrmy  be. 
51.3  The  Supervisor  shall  issue  to  the  Contracting  Authority  or  to  its 
duly  authorised  representative,  and  to  the  Contractor,  the  final 
stat~nt of  account  showing  the  final  wnount  to ~ich the Contractor 
is  entitled  under  the  Contract.  The  ~ntracting Authority  or  its 
duly  authorised  representative  and  the Contractor  shall  sign  the  fi-
nal  stat~nt of  account  as  an  ackn~ledg~nt of  the  full  and  final 
value  of  the  vvork.  performed  under  the  Contract  and  shall  pranptly 
subrndt  a  signed  copy  to  the  Supervisor.  H~ver, the  final  stat~nt 
of  account  shall  not  include  rumounts  in dispute ~ich are  the  subject 
of negotiations,  conciliation,  arbitration or  litigation. 
51.4  The  final  stat~nt of  account  signed  by  the Contractor  shall  consti-
tute  a  ~itten discharge  of  the Contracting Authority confimring  that 
the  total  in  the  final  stat~nt of  account  represents  full  and  final 
settlement  of  all  monies  due  to  the  Contractor  under  the  Contract, 
other  than  those  amounts  Vvhich  are  the  subject  of  amicable  settle-
ment,  arbitration  or  litigation.  H~ver,  such  discharge  shall 
becane  effective  only  after  any  payment  due  in  accordance  with  the 
Final  Statement  of Account  has  been ~de and  the  perfonnance  guaran-
tee  referred  to  in Article  15  has  been  returned  to  the Contractor. - 40  -
51.5  The  ~ntracting Authority  shall  not  be  liable  to  the  ~ntractor for 
anynmtter  or  thing whatsoever  arising out  of,  or  in connection ~th, 
the  COntract  or  execution  of  the ~rks, unless  the  COntractor  •hall 
have  included  a  clabn in respect  thereof  in his draft final  statement 
of  account. 
51.6  The  provisions  of Axticle  51  nmy  be  varied  by  the  Special  COnditions 
having  regard  to  the  practices  in  the  State  of  the  COntracting  Au-
thority. 
Alrrla.E Sl 
Direct Pa,ments  to Sub-COntractors 
52.1  vmen  the  Supervisor  receives  a  clabn fran a  sub-contractor  duly  ap-
proved  under Auticle  7  to  the  effect  that  the Contractor  has  not  ~t 
his  financial  obligations  so  far  as  the  sub-contractor  is  concerned, 
the  Supervisor  shall  give  notice  to  the Contractor  either  to  pay  the 
sub-contractor  or  to  infonn hbn of  the  reasons why  payment  should not 
be  rrmde.  Should  such  payment  not  be  nmde,  or  reasons  not  be  given 
within  the  period  of  notice,  the  Supervisor  nmy,  after  satisfying 
hbnself  that  the  ~rk  has  been  carried  out,  certify,  and  the 
Contracting  Authority  shall  ~et  the  debt  claUned  by  the  sub-
contractor  out  of  the  sw.ns  remaining  due  to  the  Contractor.  The 
Contractor  shall  remain  entirely responsible  for  the ~rk in  respect 
of which direct  pa~nt has  been nmde. 
52.2  If  the  Contractor  gives  adequate  reasons  for  refusing  to ~et all  or 
part  of  the  debt  claimed  by  the  sub-COntractor,  the  Contracting 
Authority  shall  only  pay  to  the  sub-Contractor  such  s~ as  are  not 
in  dispute.  Sums  claimed  by  the  sub-Contractor  in  respect  of vmich 
the  COntractor  has  given  adequate  reasons  for  his  refusal  to  pay 
shall  be  paid  by  the  Contracting  Authority  only  after  the  parties 
have  came  to  an  anrlcable  settl~nt, or  after  the  decision  of  an  ar-
bitrating authority or  after  a  jud~nt of  a  court  has  been  duly no-
tified  to  the  Supervisor. 
52.3  Direct  pa~nts to  sub-contractors  shall  not  exceed  the  value  at Con-
tract  prices  of  the  services  perfonned  by  the  sub-contractors  for 
vmich  they  request  payment;  the  value  at  Contract  prices  shall  be 
calculated  or  assessed  on  the  basis  of  the  Bill  of  Quantities,  the 
Price  Schedule  or  the  breakdown  of  the  lump  sum  price. 
52.4  Direct  pa~nts to  sub-contractors  shall  be  rrmde  entirely  in  the  Na-
tional CUrrency  of  the  country  in which  the Contract  is  perfonned,  or 
partly  in  such  national  currency  and  partly  in  Foreign CUrrency,  in 
accordance vnth  the Contract. - 41  -
52.5  \\here  direct  pa:yments  to  sub-contractors  are  made  in  Foreign  Cur-
rency,  they  shall  be  calculated  in  accordance  ~th AJticle  56.  They 
shall  not  result  in any  increase  in  the  total  mnount  payable  in For-
eign CUrrency,  as  stipulated  in  the Contract. 
52.6  The  provisions  of AJticle  52  shall  apply  subject  to  the  requir~nts 
of  the  lmw  applicable  by virtue of Aiticle 54  concerning  the  right  to 
pa~nt of  creditors ~o  are  beneficiaries of  an  assig~nt of  credit 
or  of  a  collateral  security. 
ARrla...E  53 
Delayed Pa,ments 
53.1  Pa~nt to  the  Contractor  of  the  amounts  due  under  each  of  the  in-
terbn pa~nt certificates  and  the  final  statement  of  account  issued 
by  the  Supervisor  shall  be  nmde  by  the  Contracting Authority ~thin 
90  days  of  such  certificate  or  statanent  being  delivered  to  the  Con-
tracting Authority.  If  the  period  laid dawn  for  pa~nt has  been  ex-
ceeded,  the Contractor  shall qualify for  interest  calculated pro  rata 
on  the  basis  of  the  number  of  days  delay at  the  rate  specified  in  the 
Special  Conditions,  subject  to  a  maxim.lm  period,  also  specified 
therein.  The  Contractor  shall  be  entitled  to  such  pa:yment  without 
prejudice  to  any  other  right  or  remedy  under  the  Contract.  In  the 
case  of  the  final  statement  of  account,  the  interest  for  the  delayed 
pa~nt shall  be  calculated on  a  daily basis at  the  rate  specified  in 
the  Special Conditions. 
53.2  Any  default  in  pa:yment  of more  than  120  days  fran  the  expiry  of  the 
period  laid dawn  in AJticle  53.1  shall  entitle  the  Contractor  either 
not  to perfonn the Contract  or  to  ternrinate  it. 
ARI'Ia.E 54 
Pa~nts to Third Parties 
54.1  AJl  orders  for  pa~nts to  third parties may  be  carried  out  only  af-
ter  an  assig~nt nmde  in  accordance with Auticle  6.  The  assig~nt 
shall  be  notified  to  the Contracting Authority. 
54.2  Notification of  beneficiaries  of  the  assig~nt shall  be  the  sole  re-
sponsibility of  the Contractor. 
54.3  In  the  event  of  a  legally binding  attac~nt of  the  property  of  the 
Contractor  affecting  pa:yments  due  to  hbn under  the  Contract, without 
prejudice  to  the  Time  Limit  laid down  in Aiticle  53,  the  Contracting 
Authority  shall  have  30  days,  starting  fran the  day ~en it  receives 
notification of  the definitive lifting of  the  obstacle  to  pa~nt, to 
res~ pa~nts to  the Contractor. - 42  -
AIITIQ£ SS 
Clabns for Additional PaJment 
55.1  If  under  the  Contract  there  are  circmnstances  vmich  the  Contractor 
considers  entitle hbn to additional  pa~nt, the Contractor  shall:-
a)  if  he  intends  to  nmke  any  clabn for  additional  pa~nt, give  to 
the  Supervisor  notice  of  his  intention  or make  such  claim within 
15  days  after  the  said  circmnstances  became  known  to  the  Contrac-
tor,  stating  the  reason for his  claim;  and 
b)  as  soon  as  is  reasonably practicable after  the  date  of  such notice 
but  not  later  than  60  days  after  such  notice,  unless  otheiWise 
agreed  by  the  Supervisor,  sulmi t  to  the  Supervisor  full  and  de-
tailed  particulars  of  his  clabn.  In  any  event,  such  particulars 
shall  be  sulmitted  no  later  than  the  date  of  sulmission  of  the 
draft  final  statement  of  account.  The  Contractor  shall  thereafter 
prcmptly  sulmi t  such  further  particulars  as  the  Supervisor  may 
reasonably require  to  assess  the validity of  the  claim. 
55.2  vmen  the  Supervisor has  received  the  full  and  detailed particulars of 
the  Contractor's  clabn that  he  requires,  he  shall, without  prejudice 
to AJticle 21.4 after due  consultation with  the Contracting Authority 
and,  vmere  appropriate,  the  Contractor,  determine  vmether  the  Con-
tractor  is  entitled  to  addi tiona!  pa~nt  and  notify  the  parties 
accordingly. 
55.3  The  Supervisor may  reject  any  claim for  additional  pa~nt  vmich does 
not  c<mply with  the  requirements  of Article 55. 
AIITia..E  56 
PaJments  in Foreign CUrrency 
~ere under  the  Contract  the  Contractor  is  entitled  to  pa~nts  in 
Foreign CUrrency,  the  rates  of  exchange  for  calculating  the  pa~nts 
shall  be  those  prevailing,  as  deterntined  by  the  Central  Bank  of  the 
State  of  the  Contracting Authority 30  days  prior  to  the  latest  date 
fixed  for  the  sulmission  of  tenders  for  the Contract.  Such  rates  of 
exchange  shall not  be  varied. - 43  -
Alrrla.E 57 
General Clauses 
57.1  Verification  of  the Works  by  the  Supervisor  with  a  view  to  provi-
sional  or  final  acceptance  shall  take  place  in  the  presence  of  the 
Contractor.  The  absence  of  the Contractor  shall not  be  a  bar  to ver-
ification  on  condition  that  the  COntractor  has  been  summoned  in  due 
fonn at  least  30  days  prior  to  the  date  of verification. 
57.2  Should  exceptional  circ~tances ~ke it  bnpossible  to  ascertain  the 
state of  the ~rks  or  otherwise  proceed with  their  acceptance during 
the  period  fixed  for  provisional  or  final  acceptance,  a  statement 
certifying  such  bnpossibility  shall  be  dravm  up  by  the  Supervisor 
after consultation, ~ere possible, with  the Contractor.  The  verifi-
cation  shall  take  place  and  a  statement  of  acceptance  or  rejection 
shall  be  drrown  up  by  the Supervisor within 30  days  foll~ng the  date 
on  ~ich such  impossibility  ceases  to  exist.  The  Contractor  shall 
not  invoke  these  circl.Dll.Stances  in  order  to  avoid  his  obligation  to 
present  the~rks in a  state suitable  for  acceptance. 
Alrrla.E 58 
Tests on COmpletion 
58.1  The  Works  shall  not  be  accepted  until  the  prescribed  verifications 
and  tests  have  been  carried  out  at  the  expense  of  the  Contractor. 
The  Contractor  shall  notify  the  Supervisor  of  the  date  on  ~ich such 
verification and  tests nmy  c~nce. 
58.2  ~rks which  do  not  satisfy  the  tenns  and  conditions  of  the  Contract, 
or  in  the  absence  of  such  tenns  and  conditions, which  are  not  carried 
out  in  accordance with  trade  practices  in  the  State  ~ere the  ~rks 
are  located,  shall,  if  required,  be  demolished  and  rebuilt  by  the 
Contractor  or  repaired  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  Supervisor, 
otherwise  this  shall  be  done  as  of  right  after  due  notice  at  the 
expense  of  the  Contractor,  by  order  of  the  Supervisor.  The  Super-
visor rrmy  also  require  the  demolition  and  reconstruction  by  the  Con-
tractor,  or  repair  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  Supervisor,  under  the 
same  conditions  of  work  in  which  unacceptable  materials  have  been 
used,  or  of  those  carried  out  in  the  periods  of  suspension  provided 
for  in AJticle 38. - 44  -
AICI'Ia..E  59 
Partial ~ceptance 
59.1  The  Contracting  Authority may  make  use  of  the  various  structure&, 
parts of  structures or  sections  of  the~rks fotnting  part  of  the COn-
tract  as  and  ~en they  are  canpleted.  Any  taking  over  of  the  struc-
tures,  parts  of  structures  or  sections  of  the ~rks by  the Contract-
ing  Authority  shall  be  preceded  by  their  partial  provisional  accep-
tance.  However,  v.brks may  in cases  of urgency be  taken over  pr lor  to 
acceptance  provided  an  inventory  of  outstanding ~rk is  dr~  up  by 
the  Supervisor  and  agreed  to  by  the Contractor  and  the  Supervisor  be-
forehand.  Once  the  Contracting Authority  has  taken  possession  of  a 
structure,  a  part  thereof  or  section  of  the \\brks,  the  COntractor 
shall  no  longer  be  required  to make  good  any  d~ge resulting  other-
vnse  than fran faulty construction or ~r~nship. 
59.2  The  Supervisor may,  at  the  request  of  the  Contractor  and  if  the  na-
ture  of  the \\brks  so  pemri ts,  proceed with  partial  provisional  ac-
ceptance,  provided  that  the  structures,  parts  of  structures  or  sec-
tions  of  the \\brks  are  canpleted  and  suited  to  the  use  as  described 
in  the Contract. 
59.3  In  the  cases  of partial provisional  acceptance  referred  to  in AJticle 
59.1  and  59.2  the  maintenance  period  provided  for  in  Article  62 
shall,  unless  the  Special  Conditions  provide  otherwise,  run  aa  fran 
the  date  of  such partial provisional  acceptance. 
AJrrla..E 60 
Provisional  ~ceptanco 
60.1  The  VVorks  shall  be  taken  over  by  the  Contracting Authority ~en they 
have  satisfactorily passed  the  tests  on  completion  and  a  certificate 
of  provisional  acceptance  has  been  issued  or  is  de~d to  have  been 
issued. 
60.2  The  Contractor may  apply,  by  notice  to  the  Supervisor,  for  a  certifi-
cate  of  provisional  acceptance  not  earlier  than  15  days  before  the 
\\brks,  in  the Contractor's opinion,  are  complete  and  ready for  provi-
sional  acceptance.  The  Supervisor  shall vnthin 30  days  after  the  re-
ceipt  of  the Contractor's  application either:-
a)  issue  the  certificate  of  provisional  acceptance  to  the  Contractor 
with  a  copy  to  the Contracting Authority  stating,  ~ere appropri-
ate,  his  reservations,  and  inter  alia,  the  date  on  which,  in  his 
opinion,  the \\brks ~re completed  in  accordance with  the  Contract 
and  ready for  provisional  acceptance;  or 
b)  reject  the  application  giving  his  reasons  and  specifying  the  ac-
tion which,  in his  opinion,  is  required  of  the Contractor  for  the 
certificate  to  be  issued. • 
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60.3  If  the  Supervisor  fails  either  to  issue  the  certificate  of  provi-
sional  acceptance  or  to  reject  the  Contractor's  application within 
the period of  30  days,  he  shall  be  demned  to have  issued  the  certifi-
cate  on  the  last day  of  that  period.  The  certificate  of  provisional 
acceptance  shall not  be  deemed  to  be  an  adrndssion  that  the~rks have 
been  canpleted  in  every  respect.  If  the  Works  are  divided  by  the 
Contract  into sections,  the Contractor  shall  be  entitled  to  apply  for 
separate certificates for  each  of  the  sections. 
60.4  upon  provisional  acceptance  of  the ~rks,  the  Contractor  shall  dis-
~ntle and  remove  t~orary structures  as ~11 as materials  no  longer 
required  for  use  in  connection with  the  perfonnance  of  the Contract. 
He  shall  also  remove  any litter or  obstruction and  redress  any  change 
in  the  condition of  the  Site as  required  by  the Contract. 
60.5  Imnediately  after  provisional  acceptance,  the  Contracting  Allthori ty 
amy umke  use  of all  the ~rk.s as  canpleted. 
ARfla..E 61 
NRintenance Obligations 
61.1  The  Contractor  shall  be  responsible  for making  good  any  defect  in,  or 
damage  to,  any part  of  the Works vkich may  appear  or  occur  during  the 
N.mintenance  Period  or within  30  days  after  its  expiration  and  vm.ich 
arises  either fran:-
a)  the  use  of  defective  Plant  or materials  or  faulty ~r~nship or 
design of  the Contractor;  and/or 
b)  any  act  or  ootission  of  the  Contractor  during  the  Nmintenance  Pe-
riod. 
61.2  The  Contractor  shall  at  his  awn  cost  ~ke good  the  defect  or  damage 
as  soon  as  practicable.  The  Maintenance  Period  for  all  items  re-
placed  or  renewed  shall  reccmnence  fran  the  date  vm.en  the  repla-
c~nt or  renewal  ~s  umde  to  the  satisfaction of  the  Supervisor.  If 
the  Contract  provides  for  partial  acceptance,  the Maintenance  Period 
shall  be  extended  only for  the  part  of  the Works  affected  by  the  re-
placement  or  ren~l. 
61.3  If  any  such  defect  appears  or  such  damage  occurs,  during  the  period 
referred  to  in Auticle  61.1,  the Contracting Authority  or  the  Super-
visor  shall  notify  the Contractor.  If  the Contractor  fails  to  r~dy 
a  defect  or  damage  within  the  TilDe  LUnit  stipulated  in  the  notifica-
tion,  the Contracting Authority ~y:-- 46  -
a)  carry  out  the ~rks hhnself,  or  employ  someone  else  to  carry  out 
the \\brks,  at  the  Con t rae tor's  risk  and  cost,  in v.hi ch  caae  the 
coats  incurred  by  the Contracting Authority shall  be  deducted  fran 
monies  due  to  or  fran guarantees  held  against,  the Contractor,  or 
fran both;  or 
b)  tenninate  the Contract. 
61.4  If  the  defect  or  dmnage  is  such  that  the  Contracting  Authority  has 
been  deprived  substantially of  the vAlole  or  a  part  of  the  benefit  of 
the ~rks,  the Contracting Authority shall,  ~thout prejudice  to  any 
other  ramedy,  be  entitled  to  recover  all  s~  paid  in  respect  of  the 
parts  of  the \\brks  concerned  together with  the  cost  of  dismantling 
such parts  and  clearing  the  Site. 
61.5  In  case  of  emergency,  v.here  the Contractor  cannot  be  reached  Unnedi-
a te ly  or,  having  been  reached,  is  unable  to  take  the  measures  re-
quired,  the Contracting Authority or  the  Supervisor may  have  the ~rk 
carried  out  at  the  expense  of  the  Contractor.  The  Contracting  Au-
thority  or  the  Supervisor  shall  as  soon  as  practicable  inform  the 
Contractor  of  the  action taken. 
61.6  ~ere the  Special Conditions  stipulate  that  the maintenance ~rk, ne-
cessitated  by  nonnal  ~ar and  tear,  shall  be  carried  out  by  the  Con-
tractor,  such ~rk shall  be  paid  for  fran a  Provisional  Smn.  ~ter­
ioration  resulting  fran the  circ~tances provided  for  in AJticle  21 
or  fran abnonnal  use  shall  be  excluded fran this  obligation unless  it 
reveals  a  fault  or defect  justifying  the  request  for  repair  or  repla-
cement  under  ~ticle 61. 
61.7  The  maintenance  obligations  shall  be  stipulated  in  the  Special  Con-
ditions  and  technical  specifications.  If  the  duration  of  the  Nmin-
tenance  Period  is  not  specified,  it  shall  be  365  days.  The  N.minte-
nance  Period  shall  commence  on  the  date  of provisional  acceptance. 
61.8  After provisional  acceptance  and without  prejudice  to  the maintenance 
obligations  referred  to  in ~ticle 61,  the Contractor  shall  no  longer 
be  responsible  for  risks ~ich  may  affect  the ~rks and  v.hich  result 
fran  causes  not  attributable  to  him.  However,  the  Contractor  shall 
be  responsible  as  fran  the  date  of  provisional  acceptance  for  the 
soundness  of  the  construction,  as  laid dawn  in  the  Special Conditions 
or  in  the  1~  of  the  State  of  the Contracting Authority. 
Alrrla..E 62 
Final  acceptance 
62.1  Upon  the  expiration of  the Maintenance  Period,  or where  there  is ~re 
than  one  such  period,  upon  the  expiration  of  the  latest  period,  and 
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~en all  defects  or  d~ge have  been  rectified,  the  Supervisor  shall 
issue  to  the  Contractor  a  Final  Acceptance  Certificate  and  a  copy 
thereof  to  the  Contracting  Authority  stating  the  date  on  ~ich the 
Contractor  canpleted his obligations under  the Contract  to  the  Super-
visor's  satisfaction.  The  Final  Acceptance  Certificate  shall  be 
given  by  the  Supervisor  ~thin 30  days  after  the  expiration  of  the 
above  stated  period,  or  as  soon  thereafter  as  any  \\brks  as  in-
structed,  pursuant  to Axticle  61,  have  been  canpleted  to  the  satis-
faction of  the  Supervisor. 
62.2  The  \\brks  shall  not  be  considered  as  canpleted  until  a  Final  Accep-
tance Certificate shall  have  been  signed  by  the  Supervisor  and  deliv-
ered  to  the Contracting Authority,  ~th a  copy  to  the Contractor. 
62.3  Notwithstanding  the  issue  of  the  Final  Acceptance  Certificate,  the 
Contractor  and  the  Contracting Authority shall  remain  liable  for  the 
fulfillment  of  any  obligation  incurred  under  the  Contract  prior  to 
the  issue  of  the  Final  Acceptance  Certificate,  ~ich  r~ins 
unperfonned  at  the  tbne  such Final  Acceptance Certificate  is  issued. 
The  nature  and  extent  of  any  such  obligation  shall  be  deteratined  by 
reference  to  the  provisions  of  the Contract. 
ARI'Ia..E  63 
Breach of Contract 
63.1  Either party cornmUts  a  breach of Contract ~ere he  fails  to discharge 
any  of his  obligations under  the Contract. 
63.2  \\here  a  breach  of  Contract  occurs,  the  party  injured  by  the  breach 
shall  be  entitled  to  the  following  remedies:-
a)  dwnages;  and/or 
b)  tennination of  the Contract. 
63.3  ~ges  amy  be  either:-
a) General  ~ges; or 
b)  Liquidated ~ges. 
63.4  In  any  case  ~ere the  Contracting Authority  is  entitled  to  dmnages, 
he  amy  deduct  such  damages  fran  any  s~ due  to  the  Contractor  or 
fran the  appropriate guarantee. - 48  -
Alli'Ia.E 64 
Te~nation by  the  ~ntracting Authority 
64.1  The  ~ntracting Authority amy,  at  any  tUne  and  ~th Unnediate  effect, 
tentrlnate  the COntract,  except  as  provided  for  under AJticle 64.2. 
64.2  Except  as  otherwise  provided  in  these  General  Conditions,  the  ~n­
tracting Authority amy,  after giving 7  days  notice  to  the COntractor, 
terarlnate  the  ~ntract and  expel  the  ~ntractor fran the  Site  in  any 
of  the  cases where:-
a)  the  COntractor  fails  to  carry  out  the ~rks substantially  in  ac-
cordance vnth  the provis  the Contract; 
b)  the Contractor fails  to  canply~thin a  reasonable  tnne ~th a  no-
tice  given  by  the  Supervisor  requiring  hUn  to  umke  good  any  ne-
glect  or  failure  to  perform his  obligations  under  the  Contract 
which  seriously  affects  the  proper  and  thnely  perfonnance  of  the 
\\brks; 
c)  the Contractor  refuses  or neglects  to carry out Adallnistrative Or-
ders  given  by  the  Supervisor; 
d)  the  Contractor  assigns  the  Contract  or  sub-contracts  ~thout  the 
authorization of  the Contracting Authority; 
e)  the  COntractor  becomes  bankrupt  or  insolvent,  or  has  a  receiving 
order umde  against  hhn,  or  compounds  vnth his  creditors,  or  car-
ries  on  business under  a  receiver,  trustee  or umnager  for  the  ben-
efit of his creditors,  or  goes  into  liquidation; 
f)  any  adverse  final  jud~nt is umde  in  respect  of  an  offence  re-
lating  to  the  professional  conduct  of  the Contractor; 
g)  any  other  legal  disability hindering  perfonnance  of  the  Contract 
occurs; 
h)  any  organizational modification  occurs  involving  a  change  in  the 
legal  personality,  nature  or  control  of  the  Contractor,  unless 
such modification  is  recorded  in an  endors~nt to  the Contract; 
i)  the  Contractor  fails  to  provide  the  required  guarantee  or  insur-
ance,  or  if  the  person  providing  the  earlier  guarantee  or  insur-
ance  is not  able  to  abide  by  his  camrrrianents; ·r 
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64.3  Termdnation  shall  be  ~thout prejudice  to  any  other  rights  or  p~rs 
under  the  COntract  of  the  ~ntracting Authority  and  the  COntractor. 
The  COntracting Authority may,  thereafter,  canplete  the \\brks himself 
or  conclude  any  other  ~ntract vnth  a  third party for  the  account  of 
the  COntractor.  The  ~ntractor's  liability  for  delay  in  completion 
shall  inmediately  cease  'When  the  Contracting  Al.lthori ty  expels  him 
fran the  Site vnthout  prejudice  to  any  liability  thereunder  that nmy 
have  already occurred. 
64.4  The  Supervisor  shall,  upon  the  issue  of  the  notice  of  terarination  of 
the  COntract,  instruct  the  Contractor  to  take  imnediate  steps  to 
bring  the \\brks  to  a  close  in a  pranpt  and  orderly rrmnner  and  to  re-
duce  expenditure  to  a minim.m. 
64.5  The  Supervisor  shall,  as  soon  as  is  possible  after  tennJnation,  cer-
tify  the  value  of  the ~rks and  all  suaw  due  to  the Contractor  as  at 
the  date  of  ter.allnation. 
64.6  In  the  event  of  tennination:-
a)  a  report  of ~rk perfonned  by  the Contractor  shall  be  drwwn  up  by 
the  Supervisor  as  soon  as  possible  after  inspection  of  the ~rks, 
and  inventory  taken  of  temporary  structures, materials,  Plant  and 
Equipment.  The  ~ntractor shall  be  summoned  to  be  present  during 
the  inspection  and  the  taking  of  the  inventory.  The  Supervisor 
shall  also  draw  up  statements  of  emoluments  still  awed  by  the 
~ntractor to ~rkers employed  by  hhn in  relation  to  the  Contract 
and  of  s~  awed  by  the Contractor  to  the Contracting Authority; 
b)  the  Contracting  Authority  shall  have  the  option  of  acquiring  in 
~ole or  in part  tenporary structures ~ich have  been  approved  by 
the  Supervisor,  Plant  and materials  specifically supplied  or manu-
factured  in  connection ~th the  execution  of  ~rk under  the  Con-
tract; 
c)  the  purchase  price  of  the  temporary  structures,  Equi~nt,  Plant 
and  materials  referred  to  above  shall  not  exceed  the  unpaid  por-
tion  of  the  expenditure  incurred  by  the  Contractor,  such  expen-
diture  being  1  imi ted  to  that  required  for  the  performance  of  the 
~ntract under  nonnal  conditions; 
d)  the Contracting Authority may  purchase,  at market  prices,  the um-
terials  and  items  supplied  or  ordered  by  the  ~ntractor  and  not 
already  paid  for  by  the  ~ntracting Authority  on  such  conditions 
as  the  Supervisor  considers  appropriate. 
64.7  The  Contracting  Authority  shall  not. be  obliged  to  make  any  further 
pa~nts to  the  Contractor  until  the ~rks are  canpleted,  ~ereupon 
the  Contracting Authority  shall  be  entitled  to  recover  fran the  Con-
tractor  the  extra  costs,  if any,  of  completing  the ~rks, or  pay  any 
balance  due  to  the  Contractor  prior  to  the  termination  of  the  Con-
tract. - 50  -
64.8  If  the COntracting Authority  teDcrilnates  the COntract,  it shall  be  en-
titled  to  recover  fran the COntractor  any  loss  it has  suffered up  to 
the  umx~  mnount  stated  in  the  COntract.  If  no  umx~  mnount  is 
stated,  the  Contracting  Authority  shall  not  be  entitled  to  recover 
more  than  the  part  of  the  Contract  Price  corresponding  to  the  value 
of  that  part  of  the~rks  ~ich cannot,  by  reason  of  the Contractor's 
failure,  be  put  to  the  intended use. 
64.9  \\here  the  termination  is  not  due  to  an  act  or  anission  of  the  Con-
tractor,  the  latter  shall  be  entitled  to  claim  in  addition  to  sums 
owina  to  hhn  for  ~rk already  perfonned,  an  ind~ity for  loss  suf-
fered. 
ARTUlli 6S 
TetnUnatlon  by  tho COntractor 
65.1  The  Contractor  may,  after  giving  14  days  notice  to  the  Contractin& 
Authority,  tenninate  the  \~ntract  if  the Contractlna Authority:-
a)  falls  to  pay  the Contractor  the  wnounts  due  under  any  certificate 
issued  by  the  Supervisor after  the  expiry of  the  Thne  LinUt  stated 
in AJticle 53.2;  or 
b)  consistently fails  to  ~et his  obligations  after  repeated  r~ind­
ers;  or 
c)  suspends  the  progress  of  the VVorks  or  any  part  thereof  for  more 
than  180  days,  for  reasons  not  specified  in  the  Contract,  or  not 
due  to  the Contractor's default. 
65.2  Such  termination  shall  be  without  prejudice  to  any  other  ri&hts  of 
t.he  Contracting Authority  or  the  Contractor  under  the  Contract.  Upon 
Auch  termination,  the  Contractor  shall,  subject  to  the  law  of  the 
State  of  the Contractina Authority,  be  entitled  to  l~diately rsn>ve 
his Equlpnent  frcm  the  Site. 
65.3  In  the  event  of  such  ternrlnation,  the Contracting Authority shall  pay 
the  Contractor  for  any  loss  or  dmnage  the  COntractor  ~Y have  auf-
Cered.  Such  additional  pa~nt shall  not  exceed  a  limit ~ich baa  to 
be  specified  in  the  ~ntract. 
Aln'la..E 66 
Force Majeure 
66.1  Neither  party  shall  be  considered  to  be  in  default  or  in  breach  of 
his obligations under  the Contract  if  the  perfonnance  of  such  obliga-
tions  is prevented  by  any  circ~tances of  force majeure which  arises 
after  the  date  of notification of  .ward or  the  date when  the Contract 
becomes  effective, whichever  is  the  earlier. - 51  -
66.2  The  term  "force  majeure",  as  used  herein  shall  mean  acts  of  God, 
strikes,  lock-outs  or  other  industrial disturbances,  acts  of  the  pub-
lic  en~,  ~rs  whether declared or not,  blockades,  insurrection,  ri-
ots,  epidemics,  landslides,  earthquakes,  storms,  lightning,  floods, 
~shouts,  civil  disturbances,  explosions,  anJ  any  other  sllnllar  un-
foreseeable  events,  not ~thin the  control  of  either  party  and  ~ich 
by  the  exercise  of due  diligence  n~ither party is  able  to  overcane. 
66.3  Norwithstanding  the  provisions  of AJticles  36  and  64,  the  Contractor 
shall  not  be  liable  to  forfeiture  of  his  perfonnance  guarantee,  liq-
uidated  damages  or  tenn.ination  for  default  if,  and  to  the  extent 
that,  his  delay  in  perfonnance  or  other  failure  to  perform his  obli-
gations  under  the  COntract  is  the  result  of  an  event  of  force 
majeure.  The  Contracting  Authority  shall  similarly  not  be  liable, 
notwithstanding  the  provisions  of Articles  53  and  65,  to  payment  of 
interest  on  delayed  pa~nts, for  non-perfonnance  or  for  ter.atination 
by  the  Contractor  for  default,  if,  and  to  the  extent  that,  the 
Contracting Authority's delay or other failure  to  perform its obliga-
tions  is  the  result  of  force majeure. 
66.4  If  either  party  considers  that  any  circumstances  of  force  majeure 
have  occurred  which  may  affect  performance  of  his  obligations,  he 
shall  pranptly notify  the  other party and  the  Supervisor,  giving  de-
tails  of  the  nature,  the  probable  duration  and  the  likely  effect  of 
the  circumstances.  Unless  otherwise  directed  by  the  Supervisor  in 
~iting, the COntractor  shall  continue  to  perfonn his  obligations  un-
der  the Contract  as  far  as  is  reasonably practicable,  and  shall  seek 
all  reasonable  alternative means  for  perfonnance  of  his  obligations 
which  are  not  prevented  by  the  force  majeure  event.  The  Contractor 
shall  not  put  into  effect  such  alternative means  unless  directed  so 
to do  by  the  Supervisor. 
66.5  If  the  Contractor  incurs  additional  costs  in  canplying  ~th the  Su-
pervisor's  directions  or  using  alternative ~ans under  Article  66.4, 
the  mnount  thereof  shall  be  certified  by  the  Supervisor. 
66.6  If  circumstances  of  force  majeure  have  occurred  and  continue  for  a 
period  of  180  days  then,  notwithstanding  any  extension  of  time  for 
canpletion  of  the \\brks  that  the  Contractor  may  by  reason  thereof 
have  been  granted,  either  party  shall  be  entitled  to  serve  upon  the 
other  lO days'  notice  to  tenninate  the  Contract.  If,  at  the  expiry 
of  the  period  of  30  days,  force  majeure  s t i 11  continues,  the  Con-
tract  shall  tenninate  and,  in  consequence  thereof  under  the  law 
governing  the  Contract,  the  parties  shall  be  released  fran  further 
perfonnance  of  the Contract. - 52  -
Allfla.E 67 
Decease 
67.1  ~ere the COntractor  is  a  natural  person,  the COntract  shall  be  auto-
matically  terminated  if  that  person  dies.  However,  the  COntracting 
Authority  shall  exaarlne  any  proposal made  by  the  heirs  or  beneficia-
ries  if  they have  notified  their vnsh  to  continue  the COntract.  The 
decision of  the Contracting Authority shall  be  notified  to  those  con-
cerned ~thin 30  days  of  receipt  of  such proposal. 
67.2  ~ere the  Contractor  consists  of  natural  persons  and  one  or  ~re of 
them  die,  a  report  shall  be  agreed  between  the  parties  on  the 
progress  of  the  WOrks  and  the  Contracting  Authority  shall  decide 
~ether to  ternUnate  or  continue  the Contract  in  accordance  ~th the 
undertaking  given  by  the  survivors  and  by  the heirs  or  beneficiaries, 
as  the  case umy  be. 
67.3  In  the  cases  provided  for  in AJticle  67.1  and  67.2,  persons  offering 
to  continue  to  perfonn the Contract  shall  notify  the Contracting Au-
thority thereof ~thin 15  days  of  the  date  of decease. 
67.4  Such  persons  shall  be  jointly  and  severally  liable,  or  as  otherwise 
stated  in  the  Special  Conditions,  for  the  proper  perfonnance  of  the 
Contract  to  the  smne  extent  as  the  deceased Contractor.  Continuation 
of  the Contract  shall  be  subject  to  the  rules  relating  to  eatablish-
~nt of  the  guarantee  provided for  in AJticle  15. 
Alrrla.E 68 
Settl~nt of disputes 
68.1  The  Contracting Authority  and  the Contractor  shall make  every  effort 
to  aarlcably  settle disputes  relating  to  the  Contract which may  arise 
be~en them,  or  be~en the  Supervisor  and  the COntractor. 
68.2  The  Special Conditions  shall  prescribe:-
a)  the  procedure  for  the  aorlcable  settl~nt of disputes; 
b)  the Time  Limits ~thin  "\\bich  the  amicable  settlement  procedure may 
be  invoked  after  notification  of  the  dispute  to  the  other  party 
and  the  maxim.Dn  Time  Limit  ~thin v.hich  such  settlement  umy  be 
reached,  v.hich  may  not  exceed  120  days  fran  the  commencement  of 
the  adopted  procedure; - 53  -
c)  the  Thne  LimUts  for  responding  in ~iting to  a  request  for  aatica-
ble  settl~nt or  to other  requests  peraUtted during  the  course  of 
that  procedure  and  the  consequence  of  failure  to  ccmply with  those 
Time  Limits. 
68.3  lbe  parties  ~y agree  to  the  settl~nt of  the  diAputc  by  concilia-
tion within a  specific Time  Limit  'oy  11  third party after  the  "micable 
settl~nt procedure  adopted  has  failed. 
68.4  The  amicable  settlement  or  conciliation  procedure  adopted  shall  in 
all  cases  involve  a  procedure  in ~ich complaints  and  responses  are 
notified  to  the  other  party. 
68.5  In  the  absence  of  an  anticable  settl~nt or  settl~nt by  concilia-
tion within  the maximlm Time  LimU ts  specified,  the dispute  shal!:-
a)  in  the  case  of  a  national  contract,  be  settled  in  accordance with 
the  national  legislation  of  the  State  of  the  ~ntracting 
Authority;  and 
b)  in  the  case  of  a  transnational Contract,  be  settled,  either:-
i)  if  the  Parties  to  the  Contract  so  agree,  in  accordance with 
the  national  legislation  of  the  State  of  the  Contracting 
Authority  or  its established  international  practiceRi  or 
ii)  by  arbitration  in  accordance  with  the  procedural  rule~ 
adopted  in  accordance with  the Convention. 